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Police confiscate vehicles, property in raid

pass it this year.
Al Gore
page 3

a. Raid could be

66

As I got
to it, it parted.

Jerry Bailey
page 6

4.

EKU SWEEPS 'BREDS
Errors plagued the Murray
State University Thoroughbreds over the weekend as
Eastern Kentucky ,icame to
town and swept the dike-game
Ohio Valley Conference baseball series. Page 6.
...

ORGANIC IS GOOD
Organic farminghas gained outspoken. advocates in two
local farmers who consider
their method of growing crops
a healthy, environmentally
friendly alternative to modern
agriculture. Page 10.

BE KIND TO PETS
May 2 through Mayl is "Be
Kind to Animals Week." The
Calloway County Humane
Society Animal Shelter has
plenty of animals up for adoption and offers information
and advice on how to care for
pets. Page 8.

FORECAST
Monday night, periods of
showers and thunderstorms.
Low areund 60. Chance of
rain 80 - percent. Tuesday,
mostly cloudy with a 40 percentshance of showers. High
around 70 to 75.

LAKE STAGES
KENTUCKY — 62°
359.3, -0.1; below 319.3, +0.3
BARKLEY — 64°
359.3, -0.0; below 323.1, +0.6

biggest in histoly,
police chief says
By STACEY CROOK
Murray 1..•divir & Times Stilt Writer

If all goes well, the Murray
Police Department and other local agencies may have confiscated
more drug-related vehicles and
property than :ever before.
"If all the vehitles and proper;
ty we placed liens on are eventually forfeited, then it will be the
largest forfeiture that I'm aware
of in Murray," Police Chief Larry
Elkins said.
Police from Murray, Calloway
County Sheriff's Department and
Marshall County Sheriff's
Department executed search warrants on two residences in. Dexter
and arrested three .people at
-approximately 6 a.m. Monday.
Elkins said the warrants were
served on the individuals that
officers "considered to be heads
of the (trafficking) organization
in west Kentucky."
Jimmie Pritchett, Dexter, was
charged with two counts of trafficking in marijuana, one pound:
Hughes Pritchett, Dexter, was
charged- with trafficking in marijuana over eight ounces but less
than five pounds; and Jerry Hensley, Sr., Dexter, was charged with
first-degree trafficking in _a controlled substance (cocaine) and
conspiracy to traffic in five
pounds or More of marijuana.
All three arc being held in the
Calloway County Jail in lieu, of
S100,000 cash - bond each.
The arrests resulted from an
investigation that began in the
summer of 1992. Elkins said
officers received information that
a group of individuals was transporting multiple pounds of marijuana from Texas to west Kentucky on a weekly basis.

STACEY CROOKTLeøge & T;r7Ps phuos

Murray police officers along with other local and regional agencies arrested three Calloway County men in connection with drug
trafficking early Monday morning. These Harley Davidson motorcycles (above) were among the several vehicles and property that
'were confiscated during the raid on two separate, residences in.
Dexter. Murray Police Det. Capt. Ricky Latimer tright) reads one
of the men arrested his rights before he was transported to the
Murray Police Department for processing.

• TURN TO PAGE 2

Congress may approve much of Clinton's tax plan

WASHINGTON (AP) -the 1986 Tax Reform Act2Clin- major changes in Clinton's hill.
Thwarted in his efforts to pass a
ton wants to roll back several of
The bill's explosive potential
relatively insignificant spending
its provisions.
was evident when Moynihan
INDEX
bill, President Clinton_ now faces_ - _ The Ways and Means_ Commit- _remarked at a committee_sessinil
a major-league test of his clout:
tee, chaired by Rep. Dan Ros- last week that enactment could
One Section — 16 Pages
persuading Congress to approve
tenkowski, D-Ill., and controlled hand control of the Senate back
12-14
Classifieds
the biggest tax increase in
24-14-by Democrats, beg .10 writ- TO Republicans. •
Comics
15
history.
ing its version of Clinton's bill
treTertheless, if the • measure
Crosswords
15
This time, the Senate rules are
Tuesday. Those who watch the clears Finance, it is likely to
15
Dear Abby
in his Javor. Republicans cannot
panel say major elements of the become -law.
l4
Horoscope
block a vote on--his top-priority
president's tax increase arc likely
The tax increase would provide
Murray Today
$265 billion, five-year-tax plan as
to survive, with little or no GOP _most of the deficit reduction that
11
Obituaries
they did on his Mainly symbolic
support, and pass the Democratic- Congress agreed to in concept
' 4 - measure to spend $16 billion for
Perspective
controlled. House as well.
when it approved the outlines of'
6, 7
Sports
emergency job creation.
That would toss the hot potato Clinton's budget April I. The
On the other hand, Clinton's
to the Finance Committee, same "reconciliation" bill will.
two most important allies on taxchaired by Sen. Daniel Patrick
include numerous spending _cuts
MISS YOUR PAPER?
es — the chairmen of the H'ouse
Moynihan, D-N.Y., where Demo- and restraints.
Ways and, Means and Senate
crats control by an 11-9 margin.
It also carries more than S85
Subscribers who have not
Finance committees — are comRepublicans arc preparing several
billion worth of targeted tax
received their home-delivered
mitted to preserving a major legaamendments, and a defection by
breaks to stimulate selected activcopy of the Murray Ledger &
cy of the Reagan administration:
only one Democrat could force
ities,
and spending increases that
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.

AREN'T THEY LOVELY!

• • • •

TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

Clinton calls invesaments in the
future. Rostenkowski and Moynihan
-Tare_ itecidedly iinescited _about
One of those tax breaks! a S28
billiOn tax credit to help businesses buy equipment and niachincry. A broader- version of this
investment tax credit was one of
doten of special provisions wiped
out by the 1986 tax overhaul in
exChange.for Lower rates for- individuals and corporations. The two
chairmen were pannt supporters
of the overhaul':
"We are not goink to start
moving the tax code back in the
Arection we tried to -change,"
Moynihan says.
Rostenkowski referred to the
credit as the kind of "junk" the
.1986 law got rid of.

Murray

To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 a.m.-noon Saturday
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Murrill) High School's prom %as held Friday niehi at the (urns tenter, flit queen and her court
were crossned al that time. They are, left to right. Melons Stambauch. Laura Hubbard. %latest
Snider, queen, Courtney Adams and Aloes Crider

taxes.

•

The biggest share of this piece
would come from raising to 36
percent the current 31 percent top
income tax rate and imposing a
surtax on most income ---- but not
TURN TO PAGE 2

Two local men are
killed in accidents
Staff Report

CLASSIFIEDS

Thus, there is little expectation
that Clinton's credit - will survive.
here is how other major parts
of he _presMent's_tax_ _plan___are
likely to fare:
--Raising taxes- on the well-todo, to bring in $180 billion
through 1998. This is the most
popular part of the program and
will he a part of any hill that passes, although it marks another
attack on the 1986 law. Some
economists- ingist the rich Will
find legal ways' to duck the new

'Adger & Mows

County Deputy Sheriff Buddy
Pugh said.
Holbrook was'hit by the second car and then a third, the
deputy said. He was dragged 140
feet -from the point of impact. ,
• On May I, Andy R: Elkins, 39,
Rt.- 3 Murray, was killed in a
two-vehicle accident eight miles
cast of Murray on K.y. 94 E. at
approximately X - 1() p.m,
according to reports. Elkins'
eastbound vehicle crossed the
center line and collided head-on
with a vehicle driven by Mark
fellow 14. Rt. 7 Murray.
letton and his wife Brenda. a
passenger in the chick, were
listed in stable condition at the
Murray Callonay County

I ss Calloway Countians were
1,11igd in separate traffic-related
accidents over the Weekend:
Ricky Dean Holbrook, 27,
Almo, died when be was hit by
three cars on Clark's River 'Road
in Paducah April 30.
'McCracken County Comm.!
Jerry Beyer said Holbrook died
of -multiple blunt trauma mimics
with numerous long bone
Ira...tures."
According to authorities. 1101
brook apparentl) wisrosstng
Clark's River Road from Rivcrp
lace Inn at 847 p in and stepped
in front of a car. He was hit ls*.0
the right front corner of the kat
and apparently was flipped onto
Firefighters front the Murray
the windshield, then thrown 011
Fire Department used the pawn of
info the °seismic lane in front id •
se.ond ar. McCiat ken Count) •TURN TO PAU 2
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"YOUR FREE
CATALOG KNOCKED
MY SOW OFF"

A& A AUTO
RENTAL

.

••.

MONDAY, MAY

Our free Catalog of free and low-cost
government booloets tviii very likely
knock your socks oft too But first you
have to get it Just send your name and
address to

•Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean. Dependable Cars
*Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales

Consumer Information Center

East Main St.

Department KO

753-4461

Pueblo, Colorado 81009

-

For Your ( on% enience Nos% Of ter,

UPS Pick-Up
Ship 11 cekl

- Frida

& Su‘e monei

•1.1

9 am.- S p.m. sat. if .1.01.• 7 p.m
Hwy T•4I
1)Impl. Nara

sun

IN Police confiscate...

UPS
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75.1- 1001

OF MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY INC.
Support Crimestoppers of Murray and Calloway County and become
a double reward member for $25.00 a year. Crimestoppers will offer a
double reward of $400.00 if your home or business is ever a target of a
felony offense such as a burglary or an arson. Double reward members
will have their crime advertised on the radio and in the newspaper.
Double reward members will also receive Crimestoppers stickers to be
placed on the doors or windows of their property. Crimestoppers is a
non-profit organization that i
funded by any tax dollars. Crimestoppers relies on donations alit operating expenses. If you wish to
become a member of Crimestoppers fill out all lines below and mail to

This
Newspaper
vim W Contains
Recycled Newsprint.

-Murray
Ledger & Times
WALTER L. APPERSON
Publisher
ALICE ROUSE
General Manager

Crimestoppers of Murray and Calloway County
Go Police Coordinator Larry Killebrew
407 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071

4111111...

MARY ANN ORR
Advertising Manager
DAVID STOM
Circulation Manager

Please do not send cash. Write check for $25.00 to Crimestoppers of
Murray and Calloway Co. New members will receive their stickers and
more information about Crimestoppers within 3 weeks of receiving
application a membership. All donations are tax deductible.

KAREN COVERT
Classifieds Manager

DETACH
DETACH

The Murray Ledger & Tres CUSPS 3087001
The Murray Ledger & Times a published
wary ahem= axCapl Sundays. July 4.
Thardogiving Day, Chnsunas Day and New
Yeats Day by Murray liewspapers Inc . 1001
Murray. KY 42071 Second
Dr.Mitne
Class Postage Paid ai Murray. KY 42071
•
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas already
served by carnets $5 per month. payapie ri
advance. By marl in Calkiway Co and to
Benson, Hardin, Mayfield. Sedalia and Far
Ky and to Pans. Buchanan and
Puryear, Tenn:/57 per year. By moil to °lbw
dominators: $54 50 per yew.

Name of business or residence
Address of business or residence
Contact person
Phone number
Date of application
is

To reach all ospertments of the rwrimeper.
phone 753-1916
••••
The Murray Ledger & Tres es a minter of
the Associated Press Kentudiy Pries Asso
pawn and Souther," Newspapers Publishers
Assocation The Associated Press a exclu
wary entitled to '101,41 OrIgIrlided by the
Murray Ledger & 'miss

If you have any questions about Crimestoppers or becoming a double
reward member call Crimestoppers at 753-9500 or the Murray Police
Dept. at 753-1621.

Crime doesn't pay, but we do!

Seems like my opponent is getting desperate if he
doesn't know who is running the jail.
I run the jail under the Fiscal Court Supervision. Also
my employees run their shift at the jail under my
supervision. My deputies have eight hour shifts. My shift
never ends - seven days a week, 24 hours a day. Some
county offices close at the end of their eight hour shifts
and I'm proud they can. This office never closes.

I Congress may...
FROM PAGE 1
capital gains — over S250,000.
—Imposing a new tax on most
energy, raising S72' hillign. This
would affect virtually every individual and business, although
other federal' programs would be
fattened to offset effects-on pto- ple with inColnes under S30,000.-.The tax would raise the price
of 'gasoline, home heating oil,
natural gas and electricity. On
average, it would cost a person
Si to S124 a year, varying by.
region.
The biggest threat to this tax is
farm-state lawmakers' insistence
that agriculture be exempted.
Backers fear such an exemption
would open the floodgates.
.—Increasing the share of
Social Security benefits of
higher-income retirees that is
subject to income tax. Under current law, up to 50 percent of
Social Secur0 IN taxed if total
income plus half (il Social Security- benefits - exceeds S25,000
for a single person or S.32,000 for
a couple. Clinton wants to tax up
to 85 percent. :Miming fewer
than one-quarter of retire+ and
raising S23
Retirees' lobbyists - have not
been as vocal opposing this as
might- he expected. But many
lawmakers still recall Rostenkowski being chased through the
streets a lc w sears ago !or supporting ill-fated legislation that
would have taxed higher-income
retirees to pay for catastrophic
health insurance..
—Increasing to 36 percent the
34 percent top tax rate on big
corporations, raising more than
S28

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

DrPiggly wiggly

I Am Your Jailer And I Have Worked For The People.
I ask for your vote and support.

319Dia ?I <a I :•1' SA' MC
PT se al. lEtki

* RE-ELECT *
Rick 3
1-6-9
The Pick
3-13-14-21-31-36-39-48

Pat Paschall, Jailer
for Calloway County in the May Primary
"Your Continued Support Appreciated"

•

WOMAN CHARGED WITH SHOPLIFTING

Elkins said-through the in'VestiFROM PAGE 1
offrcerS found that
gation,
"There were no drugs found at , cocaine. was also involved.
this point," Elkins said. "We did
"The operation is somewhat
- recover some records that we feel different from the normal investiwill aid in the prosecution of gation. Usually we start with the
street level dealer and try to work
theEslekin7,spale
i.d" officers began to
to his source.,
'gather intelligence that indicated
"In this case., we are fortunate
the group waseallegedly distributenough to have obtained eVidence-ing marijuana in Calloway and
implicating the high-level indiviMarshall counties.
duals involved," Elkins said.
Additional information led
The department plans to seek
investigators to believe marijuana
indictments for individuals
dealers throughout west Kentuckinvolved. in street-level sales,
y were possibly being supplied
transportation,
and/or Aiding" in
by those charged and some of PIC
the commission 01 the criminal
'drugs were being transported on
to the Boston area, Elkins said. activity, 'Elkins said.
"We've got a lot 01 work still
Murray Police Det..capt. Rickto do," he saidl
y Latimer and Marshill •County
Sheriff Brian Roy opened an
Officers used intelligencrom
investigation in which "substantial amounts of marijuana was the McCracken County-Sheriff'sDepartment, Paducah Police
purchased through controlled
,Department,
Mayfield Police
individudrug buys from targeted
als within the organization,". Elk- Department and the Kentucky
State Police in the investigation.
ins said.

Am

-

LOCAL NEWS ROUNDUP
Susan Kay Hopkins, At. 1 Symsonia, was arrested April 30 by Murray police
and charged with shoplifting. The arrest followed a complaint by Kroger
employees that Hopkins had taken four packs of cigarettes that she alleged
ly had not paid for, according to reports

MAN CHARGED WITH TERRORISTIC THREATENING
Dennis M Burkeen, Rt
with terroristic
Police Department
mg him

1 Murray, was arrested April 30 on a warrant charg•
threatening. according to reports from the Murray

"Koresh apparently
died of gunshot wound

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

flails N1onda

3, 1993

circumstances arc- you to kill
WACO, Texas (AP) -- A bulyourself,"' :iaid:Korcsh's motherlet through the head apparently
in-law, Mary Jones, whose son,
killed cult leader David Koresh
David; daughters, Rachel and
as FBI agents swarmed around
Michelle; and. several grandchilhis compound, but _authorities
wouldn't say whether the dooms- dren died in the fire.
Koresh's attorney, Dick
day prophet shot himself.
DeGucrin, said he last spoke -t6
Officials announced Sunday
the cult leader several days
that Koresh's body had been
before the April 19 fire and that
found in the ruins of the Branch
Davidian compound, which cult members, including Koresh,
burned to the ground April 19, had no plans to kill themselves.
"He told me suicide was conand that he appeared to have been
killed by a gunshot wound .to the
trary to his beliefs," DeGuerin
head. They - declined to say if said.
Koresh shot himself or when he
The cult's standoff began Feb.
died.
28 after a fierce shootout with
"The preliminary finding
Alcohol, Tobacco. and Firearms
would be a gunshot wound to the
agents who came to arresl -Kiiii.ssli
head," said Justice of the Peace
on a weapons charge. Four agents
David Pareya. "The condition of
were• killed.
the body was about the condition
-Koresh said 94 people _were
of the rest of_the bodies that were
inside the compound with him.
there: extensive burning."
Nine got out during the fire,Pareya said the body was idenwhich would have left 86 people
tified.-Avith-the, aid of X-rays and
inside. Only 72 bodies were
dental. molds,
.recovered, but authorities believe
- Koresh, 33, and scores of fol- -others may have been incinerated.
lowers died after the sprawling
The FBI has said cult members
compound caught fire as FBI
started the fire, bui sonic of the
agents in tanks were knocking
compound's survivors say it
holes in .its buildings and pump- . began when a tank crushed a_
ing in tear gas in an effort to end
propane tank and knocked over
a 5I-day standoff.
lanterns.
People close to Koresh insisted
Koresh's body was found April
he wouldn't have taken his life,
22; but it. took several days for
,"Clod the Father told him you
investigators to ideiuily it. Pareya
.can't do that. He says.under no
said.

Air Force fed Eskimos
radioactive drugs in '50s
ATLANTA (AP) — Healthy
The doctor who ran the experiAlaskan Eskimos and'- Indians
mcnt, Dr. Kaarc -Rodahl, now
were fed radioactive drugs in a
lives in Norway. In a telephone
1950? Cold War medical experiinterview with CNN, he defended
ment to learn if American solthe wits as- perfectly safe, saying
diers could better survive in the
the Eskimos, were probably
arctic, Cable News Network said
xposed to much more radiation
today:
from Soviet atomic bomb tests.
Doctors hired by the Air Force
Rodahl said military officials
gave pills containing small
were concerned about the bomb
amounts of radioactive iodine to 'tests and if American soldiers
102 Alaskan Eskimos and
could survive in case of a clash
Indians, measuring the drugs'
with 'the Soviet Union in the
effect on their thyroid' glands, arctic:
documents obtained by CNN
Special Reports showed.
"This was in 1950 to 1957 at
Air Force researchers believe
the time when the Cold War was
the thyroid gland might hold
at its coldest and the shortest dissome clue as to how Alaska
tance between America and Rusnatives could survive so well dursia was close to the North Polar
ing.intensely cold arctic winters.
Basin," he said. "And this was
The network said Sen..- Frank
before the rockets were availa-ble
H. Murkowski, R-Alaska, is callso they were flying military airping for 'a fe-deral investigation.
lanes all the time with atomic
"There's' no evidence in the
weapons and
report to suggest whether they
itary officials-) were concerned
knew what they were receiving
about the crews if they had to go
nor was there any.. followup," • down on the ice, so they would Murkowski • said,
survive until they could retrieve
"Clearing the government did
the bombs and so on.
break a trust because those peo"Therefore, we felt that if we
ple were willing to go through
could make a study of the Eskithese proceedings and the govmo to find out how they got
ernment really owed them an
along we could perhaps learn
obligation to follow through and
from them so that we could do
that's what we've got to address' the same as they do," • Rodahl
now," he said.
said.

Paid For By Pat Paschall Pt 1 Almo KY 42071
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Get Your

VALUE

FREE

FULL SPINAL

FROM PAGE 1
life to free the Jettons. Members
the Calloway Geunty FireRescue assisted the Calloway

EXAMINATION

County 5hcriff's DFINITtflient„the
Murray-Calloway- Ambulance
Service and the Kelucky State
Police.

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
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You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
Low Back Pain
9 Numb Hands
13
5 Dizziness
14
10 Bursitis
HeadacheS
- 6 Sore Elbows
11 Pain Down Legs
15
Srioulder Pain
7 Neck Pain
8 Indigestion

Arthritis

12 Muscle Spasms

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
16 Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches
and pains
This examination normally costs 530 00 or more It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neurological test a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine a test for muscle strength and a private
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results

Dr. Dennis L. Hoskin, D.C.
This entire examination is FREE
you want more cafe and treatment
we do all the paperwork
If

FREE.
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HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
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Kentucky soldiers talk about lifting bah

Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.

Sgt. Richard Hearne also'
to more than just iviators. Bays
"My opinion is, I'm all for
FORT KNOX, Ky.(AP) — A
backed the new policy.
women's right. but I believe it's a
decision to partly lift the ban on said she flavors allowing women
"We're all in the same. Army, moralistic issue," 1St Lt. Mark
in other combat roles "if and
women in combat drew a mixed
when a female can handle it." so we all should be equal," he Berglund said.
response at Fort Knox, where
"I feel if you're going to go said.
Based on his values and
supporters say it recognizes tat
Hearne said the need to imple- beliefs, Berglund said-i-he doesn't'
risky assignments should be base- equal, you should go equal across
the board." Bays said.
.ment mt forces might also think women belong in combat
d on ability instead of gender.
Opponents of the new policy, —Allowing women in such roles, necessitate the lifting of the ban roles. He said lifting such bans
she said, should be conOngent still in effect against women in would "affect the cohesiveness"
which will allow women to fly
upon' passing a prerequisite test armor, infantry and cavalry com- of a unit because men's first atticombat missions and serve
bat roles.
tude in a combat situation would.
aboard most Navy warships, wor- to decide capabilitjf. She said
Pfc. Marcia Gordon said she be to "protect a female."
physical training scores should
ried- about its impact on unit
supports dropping the ban
As soldiers are required to do,
cohesiveness and the public's also reflect identical standard
Capt. Manuel Melandez said he
response to the sight of women 'measurements instead of the cur- entirely.
"I think they should allow
would support any Army policy
rent. difference which allows
war dead.
women .a different standard. - • them to go into combat," she that wa handed down. But lie
Fort Knox was not directly
said. "If .a man co. do,it, why also felt the lifting of the b4n was
Sgt. Jeffery Thompson said he
affected by last week's announcenot right.
.
ment by Defense Secretary Les. supported the lifting of the ban can't a woman?"
"1 think .it's. going to hit the
and thought women Should also - However• other soldier? spoke
_ Aspin since armor, infantry and
American .public when lathe's
be allowed in armor combat roles out against the new _policy and
cavalry were not affected.
the potentiat that it could be and motherS *see their daughters
as well.
Whil"eing the lifting of the
We need women to help," ho expanded 'to give women addi- 'come back .in body hags and as
ban overchia, Spec. Ruth • Bays
tional combat roles..
POWs," he said.
said.
said the new policy should apply

Gore says health care
reform will happen this year

•

think the American people would
WASHINGTON (AP) — Vice
think we were off the 'mark if we
President Al Gore said on Sunday
that the administration is deter- didn't try to discourage cigarette
mined to pass national health care smoking."
The vice president also said
reform this year. He hinted that a
Workers may be required to pay a
payroll, "premium" — he
objected to calling it a new tax — "premium" .directly into an
would be a major component in
insurance purchasing pool. But he
financing the plan.
denied that this was anew tax,,
"We want to pass it this
saying:th7 money would not go
year," Gore said on NBC's into government,coffers.
"Meet the Press," noting the, .. Sen. Jay Rockefeller, D-W.Va.,
urgency of the health care issue
one of the Senate's top health
and that1994 will be an ejection 'care experts,-presented a s- imilar
year. "We cannot put jt off argument on Friday: "It would
another -year."
not be money that went to the
The' vice president indicated
government, it woad be money
that introduction of the health
that would go from the purchaser
care plan, scheduled for later this of health care to the health insurmonth, woulb not be delayed as ance company, negotiated in the
suggested by some in Congress. same premium fashion that's
so President Clinton can concen- done today."
trate on Winning passage ,of his
Senate Majority Leader George
budget proposal.
Mitchell, D-Maine, speaking on
"Our reason for objecting to a CBS' "Face .the Nation," said
delay is the congressional _eaten- discussions "arc tending to focus_
der," he said. "Unless it is intro- as the public reports indicate on a
duced early you face a dimin- cigarette tax increase as the primished chance of passing it this ary means of financing what
,
year."
_costs there will be." .
Gore said the administration is
•
now "not talking about a valueAsked about prospects for the
added tax" or national sales tax
health package, Mitchell said: "1
to finance health care reform. think we should do it this year."
Earlier suggestions that the
value-added tax was on the table - White House and congressional
officials say the emerging propdrew quick opposition from
osal probably would call for an
Congress.
While stressing' that no final -,amployer-„based system requiring
all companies to provide coverdecisions had been made, Gore
age for workers. Big conlpanics
indicated that higher taxes on
that want to keep Their own syscigarettes are likely. "In shaping
might be able to "opt out."
tcms
I
plan,
a national health care

CHRISTOPHER TRAVELS TO EUROPE
LONDON (AP) — After a lukewarm British -reception, Secretary of State
Warren M. Christopher is widening his consultation with allied leaders on a
new U.S. strategy to stop the Serb advance on Muslims in Bbsnia. Christopher set meetings today with Spanish Foreign Minister Javier Solana and
Greek Foreign Minister fAichalis PapakonstanUnou before-flying-to_Paris_ to
try to persuade France to back a mixture of allied air attacks on Serb artillery and lifting the arms embargo to permit weapons to get to the Muslims.
France, which has troops on relief missions in the Balkans, prefers relying
on economic pressure to end the Serb-onslaught_but has nnt ruled out military steps. Christopher and Pentagon officials got a cool reception at dinner
Sunday night as they outlined President Clinton's intentions.

DRUG SMUGGLING NEVER PURSUED

WASHINGTON (AP) — Former Treasury Department agent Teresa Price
got a surprise recently — allegations she came across two years ago about
possible Customs Service involvement in drug smuggling were never investigated. The reason? Three reports she wrote describing possible drug
smuggling mysteriously were missing from the official case file her superiors
used to close down the investigation. Prompted by. the reports:Obtained
Associated Press, the Treasury Department has opened an
recently by The Associate
internal review to find out what happened. hThe fact that the information
isn't in the files and wasn't investigated is disturbing, and I hope they get to

the bottom of it," said Price... now an investigator at the Small Business

Administration. The case began in 1990 when Price was assigned by the
Treasury Department's Office of Inspector General to investigate allegations
of favoritism by Customs officials toward a warehouse operator in Long
Beach, Calif. In several meetings with informants, she heard allegations of
Customs Service involvement with drug smugglers. She detailed the allegations in three separate memos in December 1990.
"Everything I wrote I passed along to my immediate superior," Price said
in an interview. But according to the case ledger and officials, none of the
three reports reached the official eight-volume case file that the Treasury
inspector general's office lel,Washington used to close down the probe in
1991

RURAL AREAS NEEDED FOR CURE

KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP) — The cure for urban violence and despair can't
be found without the help of suburban ahd rural Americans, gang members
said as they wrapped up a summit on bringing peace to cities. "White suburbia has no reason to be afraid of us," said Wallace 'Gator' Bradley, a former
gang member from Chicago. "gime we've been here, not a single brother
has slung any crack or carried any Uzis. There's been nothing but love and
harmony since we've been here.' Kansas City police concurred that there
had been no problems during the three-day National Urban Peace and Justice Summit, which ended Sunday. The summit was held behind the closed
doors of an inner-city Baptist church for current and former gang members
from 26 cities. About half the participants were black and half were
Hispanic.

NEW WORDS GO IN DICTIONARY
SPRINGFIELD, Miss. (AP) — What do "safe sex," "politically correct"
used enough in American
and "korsoke" have in common? They've all been
language to make it into the 10th edition of Merriam-Webster's Collegiate
anniversary di Noah
Dictionary. The book, being released Wiley, the 150th
Webster's death, is to some the ultimate arbiter of correct spelling and
usage. To its editor-in-chief, Frederick Mish, it also represents a reflection of
society itself. "Our language is constantly changing and evolving,- he said.
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Haifa loaf...

Freshmen in Congress
are settling for less
•••

By STEVEN KOMAROW
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON — The line-item veto-was campaign bread and
butter for the House freshmen who came to Washington promising to
change the system. Last week, they saw that sometimes the best you
can hope for is half a loaf.
And they took it.
"Obviously,
not exactly what I wanted," said Rep. Peter
Deutsch, D-Fla. `Yet, he said, "the vote- ... proves to some extent the
system does work."
That'system is based on compromise, coalition building, and patience. To get even part of what they Wanted, the freshmen had to work
•
within- that -system. What Deutsch and a majority of freshmen exactly wanted was to
give the president full-fledged porkbuster power, to let him pluck
piggly projects out of spending bills and make Congress muster a twothirds majority to beat him back.
But there was strong opposition, especially from more Senior
Democrats, to Ceding power from the legislature to another branch of
government. Many of them didn't want any line-item veto legislation
at all; but they wanted to help President Clinton fulfill one of his campaign premises and so they proposed a .watered-doWn plan.
Which then got blecketi, by a combination of conservative Republicans who called ii too little and liberal Democrats who called it too
much. The House leadership didn't have the votes to get it to the
floor.
After several weeks of stalemate, the freshman helped break the
logjam. They helped perinade the House Democratic leadership to
allow a vote on their kind of plan, in the form of an amendment by
Reps. Jerry Solomon, R-N.Y. and Michael Castle;t R-Del., and then
helped bust the procedural roadblocks.
Rep. Michael Collins, R-Ga., bucked the GOP leadership, which
was fighting to stop Consideration orthe
Collins recalled the common wisdom of_his father, a sharecropper.
"When I said I can't, he replied, 'Can't never could.' Ill said let's
wait, he would reply, 'wait broke the wagon down.'
4'Or I would say let's don't accept this, we might get more.- He
would reply, 'A bird in the hand is worth two in a bush,' ";he said.
The bird they got was, not surprisingly, the Democratic leadership
plan. The bill would let President Clinton suggest cutbacks, and then
make Co,ngress vote on them‘Supporters said putting the spotlight on
the fat would cause it to melt, while opponents called it all show and
no savings.
"You can preserve pork with a refrigerator, or you Can preserve
pork by curing it with salt, or you can do it with smoke — smoke and
mirrors," said Rep. Ernest 'stook, .R-Okla. "Let us not have it."
But !stook found himself in the hard-core minority among the freshmen Republicans when it came time to finally pass the bill. Democratic newcomers voted for the bill 41-21, and, Republicans__3.4-12.
Maybe nobody was completely happy, but they had done something, taken a step.
"I was prOud for the first time. It was a real debate. There were two
clear cheices," said-Rep. Karen Shepherd, D-Utah, who pushed for consideration of the bill — attinRepublican amendment even
veto. -- though she opposes a strong li
"People disagreed, and people agreed to disagree, and people voted
their conscience. I thoughrit was a good example of how Congress
ought to work."

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

'Shameful conduct'at march
Dear Editor:
I feel compel to write after witnessing this most shameful conduct
allowed to be conducted in the history of our_country in our national
capital. I am speaking otthis past march of cella-In people who in my
opinion are sick.
-Speaking of conduct brings up another subject TAX! I guess we
didn't read Slick Willie's lips. He has proposed the largest tax
increase in the history of our nation without any real spending cuts.
He is attempting to break the promise he made when running for
office. He promised to only raise the tax on the wealthiest 1% of
Americans.
Let me tell you who the wealthiest Americans are — you arc, if you
make over $15,000 per year! Also you are going to pay a gas tax
which will cost each family between S200 to $500 per year. He is
going to propose a national sales tax, which will be added on to a
product at each stage of sale. Th0.1ittle tax can add as much as 30%,
to
product. Ne also is -proposing to tax social security
"benefits, which.be. will increase by as much as 70% on some senior
citizens. Tax on pensions, savings and investments. Taxes on medicare benefits, on any health care benefits and health insurance premiums you receive.
This is..a complete betrayal of the American people by a man who
ran for President on the promise that he would cut govcnment spending and not raise taxes on the middle class! His plan does not cut
spending it only increases spending.
All he is proposing in the Clinton Plan is to take money from families, businesses and retired people and turn it over to Washington
bureaucrats and special interest groups to waste. This plan if enacted
will make the people more dependent on the government. We need to
make people and families more stroog, independent and prosperous.
I wrote before the election and stated what was going to happen and
not many people listened. This time stop this Plan before it starts,
once it starts it is hard to stop. Ask your Congressmen to insist that
there be cuts in the future and present plan. Real cuts, cuts below last
year's spending, not paper cuts. Call or write your Congressmen, also
call the White House at (202) 456-1414 and tell Clinton that you do
not support his tax plan.
Max I Canady
Rt. 5, Box 747, Murray

Let womenfight too
Every now and then things
come up tbat. shock, amaze and
possibly stupify me. Then there
are things- that completely and
totally outrage me.
In a letter to the Editor published last Thursday in the Murray Ledger and Times, a writer
chose to impart his knowledge of
military combatand based on that
knowledge voice his opinion on idcr into combat who couldn't
why women should not be allow- carry his/her own pack. as well as
ed to engage in combat activities. handle a weapon.
The vivid descriptiofis of the'
While I commend the writer on
encountered while overmaladies
his fine service to these United
States, I am utterly lost in his seek could just as 'easily be used
reasoning on why a women to test a 120-pound, man. From
should not serve the United stories I have been told by.,World
War II, Korea and' Vietnam vets,
States in--combat.
First, it seems the author of the those same encounters were the
letter' thinks the U.S. is going_to downfall of many - a strong, redblooded American man.
drag any lady out of the beauty
Really are we living in iljg
parlor_ the kitchen or the tea
20th century -or not?
room and into the jungles of
Maybe women couldn't hack
Vietnam.
combat. Maybe those female
Doubtful.
Marines would-run sobbing at the
The writer has conveniently
first gun-shot (what a shame for,
stereotyped every person without
the blessed Corps).
a Y chromehawne as "that petite
But — maybe not.
120-pounder:'That terminology
Maybe these female Marines,
is ridiculous and completely
whb've been trained to kill, will
offensive to every woman in the
world who is not petite and - suck it up and fight like-dogs to
defend themselves, their fellow
weighs more than 120 pounds.
_soliders and their country.
Although I have never been
through basic training, I'd bet if a : Neither 1-nor the-author of that
letter can say. We have no empirfemale recruit who happened to
ical proof.
weigh 120 pounds successfully
- The author,adamantly says no.
,completed that training, she could
Well I'd lay down cold; hard cash
certainly defend herself and hei
to the contrary.
buddies.
Besides, these highly-trained
Male or female, I would hope
women choose to join military
the military would not send a sol-

pistol-packing, 275-Round, angry
Man is not combatiVt„
Rural, female deputies k getHe
ting shot at with deer rifles
serving warrants.
Criminals hate cops — male
and female — as much as "Charlie" hates Americans.
Granted, the arena of combat is
very different, but the point of
strength and stamina is the same.
So, - should we back . up 50
years and say, "okay ladies, go
back home- and put on---riur
aprons and bear 15 children and,
by the way, stay ,barefoot."
I .donl -think-so.The- writer of the letter .mentioned the liberal women'Onove.inent should give thought to
"women's God-designated and
rightful place in this world and in
our. society."
Without jumping into a theological debate, it seems a weak
argument.
Never I have been-in a.church
and felt inferior to a man. Never
has any minister I know implied
or taught that a woman is a lesser
person or should remain in a certain role based on the
In addition, the author's brief
reference to the order of creation
does not dignify a rebuttal.
'Perk-Melly, I ain- Proud of the
women who serve in our armed
forces, police forces, coast
guards, border patrols and prisons. They, side by side with men,
put their lives on the line for mc.
I appreciate that regardless of
•
'gender. -

sersice. Nobody is making them
do it. Contradictory to some
opinions, women are capable of
logical thought. - Women -can
make up their own minds. Guess
what, women can actually function, and function well, outside
the kitchen!
If my mother or sister wants to
join the'Army and go fight in
some faraway place, it's-flOr
decision: I may not like it. I May
worry so_ met 1 turn gray-haired
Overnight.'But, live them an A+
for. doing what they want.
Furthermore, why all the fuss
about women in combat. Let's
take a look at -the home front.
Civil peace-keeping forces, better
known as police departments, are
full of women.
Wow, our cities haven't
'crumbled.
Reproduction hasn't ceased.
Entire police departments have
not been overrun by the criminal
element.
Could we be on to something?
• Female police officers, especially those in larger metropolises, arc exposed to combat situations every day. Ask any officer
if attempting to cuff a. coked-up,
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The unofficial bookfor '95
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The rules have changed. It's
CAPITOL IDEAS
almost like they're running clockwise; or something- foreign like
that.
But that doesn't relieve the
true handicapper of the obligation
to study the charts, pore over past
An Associated Press News Analysis
performances, track bloodlines
and pick the next likely winner of
the real prize in Kentucky — the
financing.
you raise „S600,000, much of a road to the Derby. But
quadrennial gubernatorial derby.
no one is a harder worker. As
you get $11.2 million.
In the past, the race hasn't
'Except that won't be the case long as the fractions aren't too
been so much-of a 2-itnute mile „ in practice. The second division, _ fast.
Larry Forgy: 7-1. The reluctant
run as a marathon, complete with
the Republicans, still have the
pulled muscles, bowed -tendons, s deck stacked against them. They one finally- ran last time around
nausea, runner's high and exhausand, unlike Democrats, Republineed a two-horse race with both
tion. And that's just for the
qualifying for anybody to get the cans sometimes get a second
Shot.. The Dollar Derby differspectators.
money in May.
That was then; this is now.
ences are made for him. May be
But enough about the rules.
One
It used to be
bit too high sifung for a long haul
Ctiances are they'll be ignored
in the fall.,
horse,:one race, winner take all. anyway. This has never, been
Sure, it was run in two divisions, nearly the
Jerry Abramson: 8-1. He's sort
gentle game it's
of the Mario Cuomo of Kentuckbut when's the last time that advertised.
made any difference? Like all
y. He's running for governor.
Herewith, the officially unoffigood horse races, it was over in
He's running for senator. He's in.
cial, spring-two-years-early wintMay.
He's not. He's in. He's ...
er book on the Kentucky goverBob Babbagc: 10-1. He talks
What now? Who knows?
nor's race in 1995:
like
a stakes runner, but there's a
you
Instead of one candidate,
nagging suspicion that when the
Paul Patton: 6-1. Training.in
have to have two. There's the
star, the gubernatorial candidate eastern Kentucky has never been call to the post is made, he'll opt
and the ... what? Out pony? TeAA
cr? Hot walker? Designated hir
ter? It's-anybody's guess. Think
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express_
of it asort of a mandatory exactheir opinions on our "Perspective' page by writing letters to the
ta bet. You have to pick them
editor. We print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply
1-2.
with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the wriFurther confusing the game
ter, with the writer's address and telephone number included in
will be the way the money flows.
case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be pubIn the past, the Dollar Derby was
lished). Letters must not be more than 500 words. Letters should be
almost as important as the actual
typewritten and double-spaced if possible. We reserve the right to
race. The horse who won the first
condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
nearly always won the second
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray LedNow, in'theory, everybod) starts
ger & Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
off about even with public

Mark R. Chellgren
It

Just drop us a line

for one of the allowance races on
the card. True, he's got a name,
but so did Drcx Davis.
Scotty Baesler: 15-1. Been
around the track once, which usiially disqualifies you for future
consideration. Besides, he's
moved to another track and has
sairhe won't race in 1995. And
he's the one guy who might be
believed when horse stuff like
that is tossed out.
Wallace Wilkinson/John' Y.
Brown: 20-1. These two would
never run together, but they both
might have the same trainer.
They both want to be governor.
Neither one wants to run for it
again.
Heretofore unidentified rich,
bored Democratic businessman:
20-1. It's wOrkal 'before.
Carroll Hubbard: 25-1. He lost
to Tom Barlow the last time he
ran. That may be all that needs be
said lint at least he's 'got a
ready-made running mate — Carol Hubbard. Nah. Better make it
100-1. .
Martha Layne Collins: 30-1.
Might be a legitimate lonphot
except. for a stabWinate who's a
haystack full of trouble. "
Gatcwood Galbraith: Mironomical. A caricature candidate.
Democratic field for No. 2:
(Eligible list) Pat Mulloy, Kevin
Hable, Ben Chandler, Tom
Osborne, Chris Gorman, Pam
Miller, Wally Bryan. Melissa
Mershon, Delzinna Belcher, Mike
Miller.
(The first four off the eligible
list could also be entered into the
attorney general's allowance.)

•
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Ladies plan golf play

JO'S DATEBOOK

Ladies of Murray Country _
Club will play golf -on Wednes-.•
day, May 5, at 9:30 a.m.
Those not listed in the lineup
but desiring to play may come
and be paired at the tee. Hostesses will be Venela Sexton,
153-4180, and .Frances Richey,
753-1501. If a person is unable to
play, please call one„,of the
,hostesses,.
The . lincup is as follows:
Tee 1 - Venela Sexton, Mary

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

-

The 1993 Walk for Life and Annual 1111Q in honor the 10th
anniversary of Life House will be Saturday. May 15. The walk will
start at 9:30 a.m. and the BBQ at 11,:30 a.m. at Life House at 1506
Chestnut St., Murray. Free 5-shirts and BBQ plate with S100 in
pledges and free BBQ plate with S50 in pledges will be given. Pledge
sheets and tickets for the BBQ arc available at the Life House. "The
‘purpose,of the walk and BBQ are to secure funding fOr the Life House
ministry, and to celebrate the joys of life and the accomplishments of
the-minkstry this past year," said Kathy Perkins; director. The public is
Ucd toNget involved. For more information call Life House at
753-41700. '
;

Class is tonight at Resource Center
A class entitled -Solo Parenting" will be held tonight (Monday) at 6:30
p.m. at Family Resource Center at East Calloway Elementary School. This
class is not only for single parents, but also for married parents who have a
spouse who travels or is out of the house for lengthy periods. Free child
care is available during tonight's class. For more information or to sign up
for the class call the Center at 753-3070....
_

itrit
;A.ei•ler'K.

Kristie Marie Helms and
Cyrus Alzali to lnarili

Delta Department to meet Tuesday
The Delta Department of Murray Woman's CUM will have a potluck salad
supper on Tuesday. May 4, at 5 p.m. at the-club house. A Special program
will be from Playhouse in-the-Park: Hostesses will be EanalficKihr16y Crystal Parks, Roberta Tarry, Clinton Rowlett and Lorene -Swann.

Genealogical Society will, meet

. Bogard, Diane Villanova and Frances
Hulse; •
‘:..Tte. 3- Betty Lowry. Evelyn Jones.
Tonja •Fike and Toni Hopson;
Tee 4 - - Frances Richer- Norma
Frank, Nancy Haverstock and Edith
Garrison:
Tee 5 - Anna Mary Adams, Betty
..Stewart. Margaret Shuffett and Della
.Miller,
Tee 6- Billie Wilson, Billie Cohoon,
Peggy Shoemaker and Freda Steely.
Tee 7 - Louise Lamb. Martha Sue
Ryan and Shirley Jenstrom:
Tee 8 - Beth Belote, Ann Brown.
Rebecca Irvan and Geri Andersen..

-

Calloway County Genealogical Society wil meet Tuesday, May 4, at 4
p.m. in the Annex of the Calloway County Public Library. All members and
interested persons are urged to attend, a member said.

Tee 9 - Marion Poole. LaVerne
Ryan. Rebecca LandoR and nancy.
Trawick,
Toe 10 - Betty Scott. Hazel Hill and
Rowena 'Cullom
Winners of play on Wednesday, April 28, have been released
by Rowena Cullom and Toni
Hopson, hostesses, as follows:
Medalist and ()serail low putts
- Diane Villanova;
Championship flight winners Inus On, first. Betty-- Lowry,
second;
First flight winnerS- - Diane
Villanova.- first, Toni - Hopson,
second;
Second flight winners - ShirleyJenStrom, first, Nancy Haverstock, second:

Third flight • winners - Peggy
Shoemaker, first, Martha Sue
Ryan, second;
Fourlh flight winner - Geri
Andersen. • _
Overall low putts •- Diane
Villa nova.

Helms and Afzali vows
will be said on May 15

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Helms of Calvert City announce-the approaching
marriage of their daughter, Kristie Marie Helms, to Cyrus Altali, son
Bereavement Support Group'will have an education meeting on Tuesday.
of -Mt. --and Mrs. Ahmad Aftali of Camden, Tenn...,
May-4,--4rom--440- to 5:30 -p.m.- in Education -Unit, _Classroom 2.-third-floor--The-bride-elect is- the granaciiiifer of Mrs. Margaret Wansing-of
Nancy
more
information
contact
For
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Vienna, Mo., and the late KarkWansing, and of Mrs. Daisy Helms of
Rose. - Hospice Director, at 762-1389.
Faris. Tenn., and the late Kenton Paschall Helms.
Methodist potluck on Tuesday The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. C.11. Farrar of
An "Old-Fashion Mother-Daughter potluck dinner will be Tuesday, Mary
Camden, Tenn., and-of the late Mr. and Mrs. Abbas Aliali who lived
4, at 6:30 p.m. by First United Methodist Church Women. This will be a time - in -Tehran, Iran.
of reminiscing and seeing old quilts, pictures, etc. Members may wear long
• Miss Helm is a 1989 graduate of Marshall County High School and
dresses and bonnets for this special occasion. a May candidate for a bachelor's. degree in Journalism from Murray
State University.- She is a past president of the Society of Professional
Singles will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday. May 4, at 7 p.m.
Journalists, vice president of the Murray State Young. Democrats and
at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building. Robert Collie
-- is senior editor of The Murray Slate
will lead the program on 'Opening Lines." SOS is a nonprofit. nondenominaMr. Altali received a 11w-tram's degree in Journalism in 1991 from
tional,, support and social group for single adults, whether always single,
Murray State University. He is a staff writer for The Paris Postseparated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Jeanne,
Intelhgeneer. Paris, Tenn.
753-0224.
The wedding will be Saturday, May 15, at 2 p.m. at St. Pius X
• •
Free -blood pressure -checks
Catholic Church, Calvert City. All relatives and friends are invited to
Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday. May-4, from noon to2
attend the wedding. p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church; Sycamore and South 15th
A private reception will follow at Calvert City Country Club.
Streets. This is a free service of the church.

Bereavement Suport Group will meet

Tuesday

Bogard, second row, Amy Richerson, Wendy Logan, Om-Mance

Carter, Joseph Harris, Nicole Futrell, Blair Wagoner, Heather
Lanham and Angela Rowlett who played "Miss Statue of Liberty."
All students are fourth graders at tarter Elementary. -Club lead-

South Pleasant events _planned
Two events have been planned Wednesday. May 5, for South 'Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church. The Cordelia Erwin Circle will meet at 1:30
p.m. at the church with Brenda Erwin in charge,of the program and Katherine Rickman in charge of refreshments. The Sharing Group Will meet at 7,
p.m. at the home of CleiviS Brown with Gary Cooper to lead the study.

CALENDAR

Monday, May 3
Single 'loon p.m./Louie's Steak House.
Info/Wynnona, 753-7845, or Sandy.
The Mother-Daughter Banquet of First Christian Church will be Wednes753-0817.
supper.
a
potluck
salad
church.
This
will
be
p.m.
at
the
May
5,
at
6:30
day,
Christian Singles/7 p.m./Glendale Road
All women of the church are invited and urged to attend.
Church of Christ. Info/loan, 759-1345 or
Richard. 759-9994.
Coffee
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Church
on
A -Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge hall.
Tuesday, May 4, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for all interested persons
Murray-Calloway County Camera
who met for Bible study and refreshments.
Club/7 p.m./Calloway County Public
_
Library.
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p m./Water Valley ComMurray TOPS Club, Kentucky 834, will meet Tuesday, May 4, at First Premunity Center.
sbyterian Church, Main and 16th Streets, Murray. Weigh ins begin at 6 p.m.
AA and AI-Anon closed discussion
and meeting at 7 p.m. TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) is an international
meeting/8 p.m./Ametican Legion' Buildnon-profit weight control program and support group. For further information
ing South Sixth and Maple* Streets.
call 753:0854 or 759-9964.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Puppets at Mcmonal Baptist Church/8
p.m..
First Baptist Church events include Lottie Moon WMU Group/7 p.m/home ,of
Opal Giltner; abs Betty Slcdd GrouP/7
p.m./home of Kathy Adams.
Student of the Week banquet at Calloway County High School/6:30 p.m.
Registration for Red Cross Learn to
Swim program starts today at office in
Wcaks Community Center,
Childbirth Class/7
Prepared
Heritage
Quilt
Kentucky
with
By LOIS RUIZ
p.m./Education Unit of Murray-Calloway
Society as an affiliate guild to
Murray Quilt Lovers President
County Hospital.
help with the statewide quilt regiTuesday, May _4 Registration for Red Cross Learn to
stry and to support its scholarship
On: May 6, 1983, the Murray
Swim program continues at office in
fund for workshops. Several
Quilt Lovers Club was formed.
Weeks. Community Center.
members of the Murray group
Their, objectives were to proCalloway County Public Library events
s
cholarships
to
the
vide an art form in quilting that have received include Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m. and
attains a high degree of excel- KHQS Getaway held in June
Story Hour/10:30 a.m.
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's
lence; to encourage the apprcia- each year.
Club/6:30 p.m./Temptations.
The Murray group also suption of quilt making in the comMurray Optimist Club/6730
ports the Graves County Piece.
munity; by participation in activp.m./Ilornepiace Restaurant.
ties related to the art of quilting; Makers in hostessing Quiltcrs
Kentucky-Barkley 1,ake Bass n' Gels/7
p.m./Louic's.
to encourage club members to Day Out which is also National
participate in regional, state and Quilt Day each year on the third . Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
national competition and work- Saturday in March.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m
This year the Murray Quilt
shops; and to show appreciation
Info/753-0082.
Lovers will be offering two schoto Calloway County Public
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m/hr
larships for members to attend 'senior citizens' activities.
Library for providing a meeting
Weeks Center/opcn,A,....a4n.,4aen-/Ict
place for the MurraylNilt Lovers the Runaway Workshops at Mt.
senior citisiens' activities,
St. Josephs near Owensboro in
club.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open meeting/8
September.
Lou.. Ann Philpot was the
p.m/American Legion Hall, South Sixth
In honor of our 10th anniverfounder and first present. She,
and Maple Streets, Murray.
First Baptist Church events include
along with Phyllis Milieu taught sary the Murray Quilt Lovers will
Mother's Day, Out and WMU
have an anniyersary party,.on
programs and gave demonstramceting/9:30 a.m.; Dorothy Group with
tions. As the club grew, teachers Thursday, May 6, at 6 p.m. at
Estelle Gray/I1 a.m.; Kathleen Jones
from other quilting group!rgave Calloway County Public .Library.
Group with Laurinc Andrus/2 p.m.; Bea
There will be refreshments,
workshops and demonstrations at
Walker Group. wish Anne Vinson/7 p.m.,
games and prizes. All members, Weitsidriliptill Church events include
the monthly meetings. Members
Baptist Young Womenn p.m./horne of
past members and 'all persons
attended workshops around the
Krista Boggess with Shanda Schaaf as
interested in quilting are invited
state and brought back new ideas.
cohostess; Hattie Lee Galloway Group/7
Murray Quilt Lovers joined
to attend.
p m./church.

Mother-Daughter Banquet Wednesday

CARTER CLUB — The Carter Tiger 4-11 Club %von first place in
the Calloway County 4-11 Variety Show held April 9. They also
participated in the Area 4-11 Variety Show in Mayfield on April
23. Their skit w.as entitled "Singin the Red, White and Blue." Pictured, from left, front row, Kevin Cunningham who played 1.'nele
Sam,- Heather Blalock, Candace. 'each, Jenny Colson, Tara

.

Break Tuesdatj

TOPS will meet Tuesday

Murray Quilt Lovers
plans Thursday party

ers are Glenda Rowlett and Teresa Rieherson.

.
Tuesday. May 4
CWF II and, Friendly Hands/10:30
a.m /First' Christian Church.
First United Methodist Church events
include Mother's Morning Out and UMW
Executive Coudei1/9 a.m.; Adult Disciple
Bible Study/6 p.m.. Mother-Daughter
pollut.146:30 p-m Student Recital by Jason ing, senior
tromlxne/2 p.m./Annex Recital Hall. Fine
Arts Building. Murray State. Admission
free
Administration of GED ICSI/X
a tn./Counseling and Testing Center. Ordway Hall. Murray State. Info/762-6851.

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
RENTUCICr CABINET FOR HUMAN RESOURCES

Prime Time/5 p.m../Memorial Baptist
Church to go to Country Crossroads at
Kentucky Barkies Bass n' Gals/7
pm./Louie's Steak House.
Murray High School events include
National Teacher Appreciatum day With
brunch provided by PTO; track at CCII.S.
French banquet.
Wrather West Kentucky Museuni/ispen
.....
8:30 .a.m.-4:15 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes events include
Planetarium Show/11 a.m. and 2
p.m./Visitor Center;-Iron Industry/10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m.. Field" Preparation/
liomeplace. "

FIRST BIRTHDAY — Samantha Kega.n Warner celebrated
her first birthday on Saturday,
\lay I. A birthday party with
family and friends was held at
the Bank of Murray. "Big
Bird" was the party theme.
Samantha is the daughter of
Barbara C. Warner and the
granddaughter of Sam and
Carol-vn Warner.

HENUERSON-,Tenn. — Joy
Wyatt has been awarded an
cnd6wed scholarship at Freed-

TREASURE HOUSE
OF (ill. 1
rIltt'T

• :711i Iii"

Hardman University for the
1993-94 school year. She will

Spring Sale

•

753-2975

d_

4frft.
Dixieland Shopping Ctr.

Chestnut St., Murray

Terri L. Burkeen

Thru May 8th

Remember Mother's Day

Josh Dick
have made their bridal
selections from our
Wedding Registry.
Their wedding is
July 10, 1993

T17•1

The

Ponhandbr
Sal-Ak C.enlog

1.b
--

Friday, May 7th
at 11 a.m.

Ik10„-1;?REOPI

receive the Ted Martin Morris
Scholarship.
A freshman majoring in communication,--shc is the daughter of
Mr. and Wrs. Larry Wyatt of
Almo.

SMI
=yr tin

DAILY SHIPPING
UPS. U.S. POSTAL
SERVICE
M S 9.00 5.00

RE•OPENING

Wyatt gets scholarship

r

l'I I F:

Pagliai's will be
moving to a larger
facility Monday,
May 3, 4, 5 & 6th
to 970 Chestnut
St., Murray.

753-5679

I
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SP RTS
LA takes favored Suns to brink

•

•

By The Associated Press
The Phoenix Suns, on the brink
of one of the biggest upset losses
in playoff history, must do something that's never been done
before to avoid that
embarrassment.
The Los Angeles Lakers, the
only one of 16 NBA playoff
teams with a losing record,
shocked ,the Suns for the second
time Sunday, holding them to 11
points on 19 percent shooting in
the fourth Tarter of an 86-81
victory.
In postseason history, only
three teams have come back from
a 2-0 deficit to win a best-of-5
series. In none of those cases did
the team with the 2-0 deficit lose
the first two games at home.
"I played as hard as I could,"
said Charles Barkley, who had 18

•

Southern trip _
readiesaLakers
for post-season

points and 21 rebounds, but 'top seeds in the two conferences
missed all seven of.his shots in are 18-0 in the first round.
the Suns' miserable fourth quarThe Lakers were the NBA's
tet. "I just didn't play well."
most successful team in the
The Suns have history on their
1980s, with five championships,
side in one respect: In the previbut they have been the Western
ous nine years of the current Conference's eighth seed the last
16-team -NBA playoff format, the
two seasons.

"James Worthy and A.C.
Green and Byron Scott.- You
know, those guys fiave been in
the playoffs almost 10 years,"
said Vlade Divac, who had 19
points and 13 rebounds, including
two big baskets down the stretch.
"They know how to play under

Celtics' Lewis sneaks out of hospital
BOSTON (AP) — Reggie
Lewis, who collapsed during
the Boston Celtics' opening
playoff game and will miss the
rest of the playoffs because of
heart problems, reportedly
checked out of a hospital Sunday night and disassociated
himself from team care.
Lewis, told officials at New

-England Baptist Hospital, where
he had been for two days, that
he was going to check into
Brigham and Women's Hospital
to seek another medical opinion, The Boston Globe said
today.
Celtics team doctor, Dr.
Arnold Scheller, was managing
Lewis' care and with Dr. Tho-

mas Nessap a cardiologist
New England Baptist.

at

Lewis, his wife, Donna: an
unidentified friend, and .George
Kaye, Brigham and Women's
vice president of human resources, left his cardiac ward room.
at New England Baptist and
went out a back entrance, the
Globe said.

pressure.In other playoff games Sunday,
New ,,,York defeated Indiana
101-91, Chicago routed Atlanta
117-102 and Utah downed Seattle
89-85. The Knicks-and-Bulls lead
2-0 and Seattle and Utah are 1-1.
Tonight's only..-games have
Boston at Charlotte and Houston
at the Los Angeles Clippers in
series tied 1-1. The New JerseyCleveland and Portland-San
Antonio series also are 1-1.
The Suns, who outscored the
Lakers 27-20 in the third quarter,
but made only -32.8 percent of
their shots in the other three periods, led 78-72 with 5:56 remaining. But -Phoenix didn't hit
another basket.
"Our offense was so out of
sync,"'said Phoenix point guard

Sea Hero's
Derby victory
won't earn
racing history
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
No buildup- to the Kentucky
Derby ewer held more moaning
and wailing and gnashing of
teeth.
Exactly 20 years after Secretariat scrawled_ the greatest
chapter of thoroughbred racing
on the dirt oval at Churchill
Downs, wiscguys wondered if.
this year's crop would justify
more than a few lines in racing
history.
Whether Sea Hero's slashing run to the roses Saturday
was validation of- that opinion
is something only the season's
remaining two Triple Crown
races will answer. But just
moments after the bay colt cut
to the rail and burst down the
stretch to punch the clock at a
very respectable 2:0,2-5, 2Vi
lengths ahead of his nearest
pursuer, the wiscguys were all
Over his Hall Of Fame trainer.

III TURN TO PAGE 7

Seles back in U.S.
after German fright

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
,
-

A pre-season top to Florida
helped the CaNway County
Laker baseball team get off to
a quick' start, so head coach
Eddie Morris sent his team on
a southern tour over the
weekend to help it finish
strong.
"We've got seven games
left and they are going to be
really tough," Morris said of
.the last two weeks of the regular season. "We played some
good teams and had good
showings.
"Hopefully, this will get us
geared up for the (district)
tournament."
Calloway started its southern tour in Jackson, Tenn. with
a 1-0 victory over Jackson
Northside. Wesley Cogdell
singled home Matt Dennis in
the first inning for the game's
only run, allowing pitcher Jay
Paul Herndon all the support
he needed in a one-hit pitching
performance.
Herndon struckout one and
allowed just one walk for the
victory. Calloway managed
just two hits — Cogdell and
Dennis.
On Saturday, the Lakers
traveled to Corinth, Miss., and
fell 8-7 to Corinth High
School (24-23).
Calloway, which strung
together nine hits, tied the
game at 7-7 in the top of the
seventh inning, but failed to
take the lead when Corinth
turned a double play to end the
inning. Corinth scored in their
-half of the inning to take the
victory.

•

•

O TURN TO PAGE 7

HAMBURG,Germany (AP)
Monica.Seles has returned to the
United States, which she now
calls home. Her return to the tennis court is another matter.
Two days after Seles was
stabbed in the back during the
Citizen 'Cup tournament, Denver
television station KCNC said she
arrived at Stapleton International
Ailport late Sunday night and
was expected to travel to Vail
today to be evaluated at the
Steadman Hawkins clinic.
A nursinglsupervisor at Vail
Valley Medical Center, which
houses_the clinic, said she had
heard rumors that Seles was
-going to be evaluated at the clinic
where she was treated in 1991,
but couldn't confirm them.
Dr. Martin Boublik of Steadman Hawkins said, "I can't confirm that for you. They would
probably not want any attention
for that, anyway."
Dr. Richard Steadman, a noted
sports surgeon, was unavailable
for comment.
Seles is feeling "a little better," her agent, Stephanie Tolle-

son, said Sunday, but she will
remain under medical supervision
for an "undetermined period of time."
While the 19-year-old Seles, a
native of what was Yugoslavia
who now lives in Sarasota, Fla.,
did not sustain a major injury,
she . could miss one to three
Months of tennis.
That means she most likely
will miss the French Open, a
grand- slim tournament she has
won three years in a row, and
possibly' Wimbledon, the only
gratid slam she never has won.
And she could lose her No. 1
ranking. to Steffi Graf. .1.
But she will not lose any
points for her forced early exit
from the Hamburg tournament.
She wasstabbed during a quarterfinal match against Magdalena
Malccva.
Hamburg police identified the
man charged with stabbing Scics
-as Guenter P., 38, a lathe operator from Nordhausen in eastern
Germany. While police refused to
• TURN TO PAGE 7

JIM LITKE
AP
Sports Columnist

Associated Press photo

Monica Seles returned to the United States Sunday to begin treatment after her brush with a knife-carrying lunatic in Hamburg,
Germany.

Justice clears fence to down Cards 4-3
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer

ATLANTA (AP) — Just when
David Justice decided it was time
to quit ti yiug to hit honk runs, he
hit one.-"The past couple of weeks
I've been trying to hit every pitch
out of-lhe ballpark and been getting a lot of popups," Justice
said.
"I wasn't trying to hit a home

run. I was trying to get a hit to tic
it up."
It was some kind of homer, a
434-footer that carried deep into
the right- field scats to erase a
3-2 deficit -with two outs in the
eighth inning, giving the Atlanta
Vraves a 4-3 victory over the St
Louis Cardinals on Sunday.
The Braves have been struggling, losing five in a row before
taking two in the three-game
series with the Cards to improve

to 13-14.
Justice has been mired in a
season-long slump, one that has
had him experimenting with different batting stances. He went 3
for 5 Saturday and 2 for- 4--Sun-day when he reverted to the
stance of his robkic season .—
closer to the plate, with his feet
closer together.
Trailing 3-2, Ron Gant drew a
one-out walk from reliever Mike
Perez, went to second on pinch-

AP Baseball Writer

The last time someone secondguessed Hal McRae about
strategy, obscenities and objects
began flying around the manager's office at Royals Stadium.
So, let's consider this a question, not a criticism.
Here was the situation Sunday:
Tie score, bottom of the ninth

inning, two outs, runner on sec- .single that gave the Orioles a 4-3
ond base. Cal Ripken, right- victory over Kansas city.
handed and slumping for Balti-The hit marked the I-2th
more, at the plate and Harold straight time Baines has reached
Baines, left-handed and streaking, base. He has eight hits_ and four
on deck.
walks in three games, and is one
Who would you want left- behind the team record set by Jim hander Dennis Rasmussen to Etwyer in 1982, and closing in-on
pitch. to?
the major league mark of 16 by
McRae chose .to intentionally Ted Williams in 1957.
walk Ripken, and Baines folIn other games, Texas trounced
lowed with an opposite-field Milwaukee 13-2, Boston beat
California 4-3, Minnesota
defeated Detroit 6-3, Cleveland
beat Oaklant! 10-2, Toronto
topped Chicago 6-1 and-New
York--defeated-Scattle 3-2 -in-- W
innings.
Baines also doubled twice and
walked. twice. He has a ninel.kX•DEFERRED ANNUM Y
game hitting streak, going 15 for
E GUARANTEED FOR
30 and raising his batting average
ONE YEAR.
from .219 to .355. Ripken is hitEARLY SURRENDER
ting .242.
ClIAltf:ES APPLY.
••••

A•1 GURU Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)
—Vinyl Siding
—Replacement Windows

EARN
6.20%
FARM
BUREAU

Errors plagued the'. Murray State Thoroughbreds over the
weekend as Eastern Kentucky came to town and swept the threegame Ohio Valley Conference baseball series.
After commiting six errors- in the first game of a doubleheader on
Saturday, the 'Breds fell 13-3, while in the second game. MSU
committed three errors and lost 8-6. On Sunday, six 'Weds mishaps
helped the Colonels squeak to a 7-6 victory.
-Chris Godwin came out of a slump and went 6-for-12, jumping
ahead of teammate Matt Culp as the team's leading hitter at .342.
Ricky Chism hit his second home run of the season Sunday. The
three-run shot came in the eighth inning, bringing Murray within
two runs.
- —MSU added another run in the ninth inning for_the final _score,
but the 'Breds wasted 13 hits by grOunding into four double plays.
Murray State falls-to 9-26 overall and 6-13 in the OVC, while
4,Eastorn improves to 16-22 and 11-6.
--the 'Weds travel to Carbondale, Ill., Wednesday to play Southern Illinois and return to Murray Thursday to finish its home season with Vanderbilt. MSU -Concludes its season Saturday and Sunday at Tennessee-Martin.

Owners: Oswald aye end Ronnie ASA*

753.4703

D & W Auto Glass Sho

TIRES•TIRES•TIRES

FREE ESTIMATES

L

,

Murray Ledger & Times

'Lifetime Guarantee'

CALL
753-7020

WAREHOUSE
400
TIRE
Industrial Rd.
753-1111

Kent Mercker (1-0) - got the
victory with one inning of relief
-and Mike Stanton allowed one hit
in the ninth, recordinehis ninth
save in nine opportunities.

Staff Report

*New and Used *Lowest Prim,
*FREE Mount and Computer Balms

‘61..

hitter Damon Bcrryhill's grounder to second and scored on Justice's fifth homer of the year. It
came on a 1-0 pitch from Rob
Murphy (14), who lost to the
Braves for the third time this
year.

Error-prone Thoroughbreds
swept by Eastern Kentucky

McRae questioned after defeat
By BEN WALKER

"This is a very evenly
matched bunch," 71-year-old
Mack Miller said. "There's
not a Secretariat -or a Seattle
Slew in the crowd.
"But I'm not condemning
that," -he added quickly: Not
now."
That could hardly be called
a staunch defense and indeed,
almost from the- start of the
season, the evidence mounted
for the wiscguyS' case. Every
time a Corby or a Dalhart or a
River Special broke from thc
ranks into the spot of favorite,
along came an injury or a performance so sorry that soon it
became impossible to ignore.
Indeed, the handful of contenders beat each other with such
regularity with such slow
times so often that the top line
on the wiseguys" form charts
could have been filled in with
invisible ink.
And perhaps more than any
other of the 3-year-olds. Sea
Hero, with his elegant bloodlines and his sentimental duo
of --trainer Miller and Jongsuffering owner Paul Mellon,
stumbled toward this crucible
of a race. As a 2-year-old, the
son of Polish Navy turned in
his class's best performance
by winning the Champagne
Stakes at Belmont last October, only to turn around a scant
month later during a swing
through Florida and get shoved
back to seventh in- the Breeders' Cup Juvenile.
And it was not just the
wiscguys who wrote him off;
Miller himself pulled Sea Hero
off-the road to Kentucky and
sent him back to his training
headquarters in South-Carolina. Away from the heat and
humidity, the colt revived and
raised hopes anew after finishing a strong fourth in the
tough Blue Grass Stakes
despite the layoff and a brutal
trip.
- Saturday's run, as it turned
out, was just as dreamlike as
the previous one was nightmarish. Jockey Jerry Bailey
called the start- unbelievably
smooth and the only time . he
encountered a wall of -horses
ahead of him: "It-was kind of
like the Red Sea. As I got to
it," Bailey said, "it parted."
111 TURN TO PAGE 7

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
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Actions& Reactions
TRI-STAR CHAMPIONS

LA takesfavored Suns...
FROM PAGE 6
up."
Divac then hit a Pimp hook and
Kevin Johnson, who had 16
assists. "The team was not play- a dunk for an 84-80 lead, .and
ing with confidence at the offen- Scott completed the scoring with
a jumper.
sive end."
Worthy tied it 80-80 with 2:31
Knicks 101, Pacers 91
New York salvaged it-.4
remaining, hitting a 3-pointer that
just beat the 24-second butter. 22-game winning streak at home,
"'James -hit that big 3," Bark; rallying from a 16;point deficit to
Icy said: "You know. if. he mis- defeat, Indiana.
The Pacers, whose 41-41
ses that and we score, we've got
a - five-poinf lead, hut that ties it regular-season 'record was 19
a
•

SCOREBOARD

E!
NOTIC
TO THE PEOPLE OF WESTERN
CKY
KENTU
A PLAIN STATEMENT OF FACT

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs.'

305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
Three Calloway County students recently competed in the Optimist
Club Tri-Star Dribble, Pass and Shoot state championships In Lexington. (From left) Brooke Lenckl won the 10-year-old girls division,
Korey Cunningham placed second in the 9-year-old boys division
and Kalista Cunningham won the 11-year-old girls division.
•Lencki also won the 10-year-old girls division of the Knights of
Columbus Free Throw State Championship in Nicholasville. Lencki
hit 23-of-25 free throws. Calloway County:s Jason Kelson hit 21-of-25
to win the boys' 13-year-old division.

II Sea Hero's...
the Derby 20 years ago, at the
FROM PAGE 6
start of an era that would see
such greats as Secretariat.
The-nest kgof--the—Triple -S-e-attle Slew, Affirmed and
Crown, the Preakness just two
Spectacular Bid- emerge,
weeks away, will tell us
timc that, viewed tram today's
whether that stroke of racing
per4iective, could easily be.
luck was the only reason, or
called the sport's salad days.,
simply the prime reason, that
His answer - Was revealing.
Sea Hero sailed home to win
"That's hard to say. He has
Saturday.
a strong pedigree, the
Mike Smith, the jockey
strongest pedigree of anybody
aboard favored Prairie Bayou.
in the race, especially on the
- offered this defense of the rest
female side, and I'm a pediof the field: ''1 can't take .anygree nut,_1:Miller said.
thing away from the, winner.
Then, he mulled . the ques
Everybody had a chance; it so
lion over just a moment lonhappened he got there .first.''
ger. But the pause made him
That could he Sea Hero's
no more certain of his answer.
"Hard to say," Miller
crowning moment. By the,
"Hard to say."
his
repeated.
he
could
it
.same token,
The wiseguys say there is
only moment.
no need to .wait. History may
Someone .askFAI Miller if he
in
horse
yet Say' otherwise.
this
run
have
would

Seles back...
FROM PAGE 6
give his . last name„ a Hamburg
newspaper, Morgenport, identified the assailant as Guenter
Parc he.
The newspaper said it talked to
his aunt, Irma Pieckardt, who was
quoted as saying:. "He never
traveled so far (meaning to Ham-burg) by himself. He was always
so quiet, he never hurt anyone.
And now this."
The aunt told the newspaper
that she gave him a knife so he

could cut bread .and sausages he
had packed for his trip. He
allegedly nsed to knife to stab
Seles.
The man told police-he - was an
avid fan of Seles' German-rival.
Graf, and could not bear seeing
Scles' dominance. Police said the man faces charges of attempted
murder.
Seles took the No. I ranking
from Graf on March 11, 1991,
ending the Germans record reign
of -186 weeks.

II Southern trip...

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
MAJOR LEAGUES
All Tones CDT
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Essr Droeion
L
W
15 9

Boston
Detroit
New Yon
Toronto
Miltvauliee
Baltimore

Pct.

9
IS
51
,9
609
It
560

10

GB
1
5

455
12
-391
9
375 6
9 15
West Division
W
I Pct
8 -619-13
583
10
14
It
12
2
522
13
11
3,i

Cleveland

14

GB

California
Chicago

TromaS
Seafile
lAnnesota

458
10. 14 417
10 15 400 5
7
350 5 ,
13
Seturday's Games
Boston 3. California 1
/Annesota 5 Neat 2
New York 6 Seattle 2
Cleveland 1 Oakland 0
Mtwault•• 4 Two 3 12 innings
Chicago 8 Toronto- 2
Kansas City 5. Baltimore 4
Sunday's Gemini
Boston 4 California 3
New York 3 Seattle 2 10 .rninos

Kansas City
Oakland

Minnesota 6 Detroit 3
Cleveland 10 Oakland 2
City 3
Toronto 6 Chicago 1
.4Nraukee
Te.as i

Baltimore 4 Kansas

,
Phladelbt
4
St Louis
SANIIreal
Owego
Pittsburgh
F

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Emit Division
W L
6
18
14 11
12
13
12. _12
12
It
9

12
14"

Pct
750
560
520
500
500

GB

4
6
6

440 7 ,
14 191
Nee Y-rs. West °moron
W L Pet. GB
I7
9
San F ran, sir°
654
Hpusfon
15 9 625
14
13
1,
151
Arrant
II 13 458 5
San Diego
Cinc.nnar
9 14- 375
375
9 15
16
9
36.;
LoS angwes
Wortley.* Garnett
St ous 10 Atlanta 3
Cincinnati 9 Chicago 4
San F rancisco 7 Monireal.,3
Hoeston 7 Pittsburgh I rf
Fronde 7 Colorado 6 1 2 •nn,ngs
Los Angeles S PNIadetohia I
San Dego 5 New Vont 3

4 St
4

Sunday's Games

Atlanta
Lours 3
Cinonnati 3
Crtcago
-.Peste,re B Houston 2
Philadelphia 9 los Angeies
Nee Yore 3 San Diego
Montreal 3 11 inning,
San Francisco
Co-,'ado 2 Fionda

4
Monday• Genies

No games scneOuled•

Jane ,Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

MORGAN,HAUGH
WOMEN'S HEALTH SERVICES
Announces
The Opening Of The Practice Of

LAURA DELLOS AND
KATHRYN YUHAS
Certified Nurse Midwives
Specializing In Obstetrical Care
In Association With Leland J. Elliott, M.D.
Board Certified Obstetrician/Gynecologist
120 West Walnut, Mayfield

FROM PAGE 6
Against Corinth, Travis Anderson went 3-for-3, Scan Waller
went 2-for-3 and Dennis and
Jamey McDaniel each went
2-for-4. Cogdell added a two-run
homer. Tim McGrew and Brent
Anderson each pitched for the
Lakcrs.
In the finale in Savannah,
Tenn., Hardin County got a twoout, two-run homer in the bottom
of the sixth inning to take a 6-5

lead and the win.
'Calloway led 5-4 after four
behind a three-run homer from
Cogdell in the third and a solo
shot by Jason Greer in the fourth.
Hardin County is 24-7 on the
season.
Calloway, now 8-14-1, is scheduled to play at Reidland today;
but rain will force its postponement, according to Morris. Calloway is scheduled to host Mayfield on Tuesday and Murshall on
Thursday, weather per'mitting.

games worse than New York •s. may tuie seemed to have Mix:
led 48-32 in the second quatc:r owl) v(Js wiped out at the halland 59-44 early in the
ow butter when Michael Jordan
half before the Knicks pulled- hit a 45-loott.li for a 56-49 kin].
within one at the end ()I the- third Jordan linished with 29 points,
quarter. -Then John Starks scored none bigger than the I just before
12 of his playoff career-high 29 haltoine
he ,nomentum shifted Ater
points. in the lOurth period as
New Ydriz outscored the Pacers Michael hit-that -3-pointe.r." Bulls
30-19 in the final 12 minutes. •soJih Phil Jackson said. :'That
helped us. because we kept shootBulls 117, Hawks 102
ing otif.clves in the boot
the sisiting
AnN

Appointments: Phone 247-8100

THE REASON FOR
THIS GREAT SALE
We went into the foremost markets, and famous name
makers of home furnishings of the country to buy greater
quantities of high grade furniture store merchandise than
ever before in our business life, at which time we
antitipated that our-baiVe-ss would show a tremendous
indease in sales..But due to the backward season and
today's high prices, we find our store and warehouse
overloaded with thousands and thousands of dollars of
furniture store merchandise that must and will be disposed
of during the next few days regardless of cost ot loss of
profits. This great sale -will be a welcome help to every
family in Murray and its trading area, for we are going to
give the people.what we firmly believe to be the greatest
genuine money-saving value-giving bargains on fine
quality furniture ever staged by a reliable store. This sale
includes our entire stock .in all departments.

T,rass
FURNITURE,INC.
103 SOUTH 3RD ST. - DOWNTOWN MURRAY

GREAT 1,000,000
FURNITURE
DISPOSAL SALE
Involving Every Article Throughout Our Store
At The Most Substantial Price Reductions

- OUR STORE WILL BE CLOSED
All day Saturday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, May
1st, 3rd,4th, 5th to mark down all prices - engage and
train extra help - and prepare our store and stocks for
this great sale making the merchandise easier to see
and easier to buy. Everything will be marked In plain
figures at furniture disposal prices. Sale begins
Thursday morning at 9:30 a.m.

DON'T MISS OUT!

WAIT & WATCH
Mom deserves a special meal out and what
better way tashow her she's special than letting
us serve her lunch or dinner in a relaxing
atmosphere.

We will be open Mother's Day
11 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Please call for reservations

Don't buy a dollar's worth of fine quality furniture or
acassories until this great money saving sale
begins Thursday morning, May 5th, promptly at
9:30 a.m. We promise you will not be disappointed.
Watch for Wednesday's newspaper for prices and
full details of this sale.

DON'T MISS OUT!
EXTRA HELP WANTED
10 FURNITURE SALESPEOPLE
2 WRAPPERS
Experience preferred but not absolutely necessary. Apply
at front door Monday, May 3rd promptly at 11:00 a.m.

SALE BEGINS
THURSDAY MORNING

Automatic, air, PS, AM/FM stereo cainette.
digital clock, itermittent wipers, dual rear
mirrors, driver', side air bag.
Payment booed en SO one dewed end teem 1s1 owe payment
and ridionoinade sonority dement due et tease ineeptiert Too II
Interim entre Illeoldnal nem 111.114111r.

oovismompoppraw-----:—
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Join in

-

Adult •cats like Mr. Kitty and
Dililah make great pets and are
available for adoption today at
the Calloway County Humane
Society Animal Shelter.

ai

Shelter director
well gives an
demonstration
handle and care
visiting group.

Shawn Maxeducational
on bow to
for cats to a

Shaggy is just one of the fine dogs up for adoption at he Ijumane Society.

For your information...

Shelter workers (from left) Mike Martin, with Spanky„lennifer
Loy, with Bear, Barbie Dickerson, with Segram, director Shawn
Maxwell, with Honey, and Donna Fowler, with Kelly, (front center)welcome the public to stop by the shelter and see all the wonderful pets up for adoption.

Dogs and cats will be exposed to testicular
tumors if they are not neutered. By removing the. uterus of female dogs and cats,
the chance of life-threatening infections is
diminished as well as the chance of
tumors or other malignancies. All of these
factors insure a pet's longer life. Studies
show that an unspayed cat'has a average
life expectancy of four years; a noncastrated cat, about three years. Spaying
and neutering pets greatly increases their
life expectancy

BENEFITS OF SPAYING AND NEUTERING
Unneutered animals are more likely to
roam from their homes thus increasing risk
of rabies, dog bites, traffic accidents and
other mishaps. Almost half of the unspayed dogs develop breast tumors while vitually none do if spayed before their first
heat and chances Ore reduced if done
after first heat. Approximately 60 percent
of older non-castFated dogs gnd some
cats suffer from enlarged prostate glands

THINGS TO CONSIDER BEFORE ADOPTION
Are you prepared to care for the pet for
its entire lifetime? Are you willing to neuter
so that you are not contributing to the
overpopulation problem? Can you afford
the responsibility of pet ownership? Do you
have' time daily to feed, exercise, train,
groom and be a companion to a pet? Is
your home apartment, yard and living situation conducive to the physical and emotional health of a chosen pet?

OPPERUD

Murray Animal Hospital

••

Office Hours
•
I3y Appointment
to
502-753-2088
Oh 306 North 12th Street
NI urray

OVERPOPULATION
The overpopulation of dogs and cat's is
a serious-problem. The Humane Society of
the United States has calculated that in six
years a female dog mated and her offspring can be the source of 67,000 dogs. A
female cat mated and her offspring can
produce 420,000 cats in the same Six year
period. The female dog may have two litters per year — the female cat may have
two to three litters per year. Male cats and
dogs may father numerous litters daily. The
larger the dog, the larger the litter size

West Side ‘.. ' - . Please support 1
Veterinary("ir:i:
/.. ... ,
,
Service •• _
'
that
help
vspon
ed
,
Johnny Robertson Rd.
Ake.

REALTY

,

— .

711 Main St.
7-1222
53

,

753-6749

AL. ART
Hwy. 641 North - Murray

-Friendly Service and
Quality Care For Your Pets-

VETERINARY
MEDICAL CENTER

•
3.

te"

,..."----

tr"

Jack & Benita Covey
Owners
2513 Coldwater Rd.
753-6756

tne•1

Cal

Jame R. hirlem
111../ms Mk
Sul & blob
731-41101

•
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Funeral Home, Inc.

753-7011

The J,H. Churchill
Funeral - Home
201 S. 3rd St.

I Pi

753-6800

713 South 4th St.

1
0SOUTHERN STATES

Parker mE
Ford Lincoln-Mercury

FORD
RCURY
LINCOLN

701 Main St.

Industrial Road - Murray

753-5273

Murray

:
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- •

-Pet Sitting

753-1423

753-2411

"Since 1928"

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

-House Sitting

Call Shawn Max-well-753-6147
Humane Society Humanitarian of the Year 198'
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Learning about animals and
their care is a top priority for
aver- tampers- a
Humane Society. This year's
camp runs from Jane 7-11.

be .vI.ki. 00
1.44,..,13
,5ea Of
6j,

Pet-assisted therapy is useful tool being incorporated in long-term
care units at .Murray-Calloway County Hospital, Westview Nursing Home aittrFern Terrace.

Jlar

Letters...
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Dear Editor:
This letter has to do with the article the Humane Society put in the
paper, about how they get more cats and dogs this time of year.
I am in Mrs. Hicks fourth grade at North Elementary. Our class
went to the animal shelter about three months ago. After that Mrs.
Hicks decided we should use the cat and dog statistics from the animal shelter in our Math portfolio. We did it for-the year of 1992. We
made graphs with the categories: Entered, Adopted: Reclaimed,
Euthanized and Died naturally.
Not as many cats and dogs entered in the winter hut the numbers
went up in the spring and summer. Only a 'few -get adopted and
reclaimed. Sometimes the same number that enter get Euthanized. The
people at the animal shelter don't want to euthanize the animals but
they have to.. •
We learned that You
get your pct spayed or neutered soihey
don't have any more puppies or .kittens.
My classtave money to. the animal shelter- to help the cats and dogs. If you want to give money to the aminal shelter all you have to
do is just go up to the animal shelter and tell them what you want
them to use the money for.
Jessicas -Huscusstin
North Elementary

teir
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for
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)rd
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? Is
ituVerna Card (left) and Ann Assad were the winners of the Society's annual Humanitallan Awards at tit-6r annual meeting last

lort the businesses
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Auto Parts
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701 Main St.
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Member FDIC

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete

East Main Street
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753-4612
311 N. 4th

492-8758
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Adopt A Pet Today!
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While shopping with us pick up an
extra bag ofdog or catfood to putin
our drop box. It will be donated to
your local shelter.
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Pets Are Wonderful...
Adopt One Today.
AIM
Murray

..

"Be Kind To Animals"
..'
MURRAY
OFFICE PRODUCTS9 INC. ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
"Supports The Humane Society"

FORD

I

Dear Editor:
enc osifig-i-copy of my line graphs which show the cat and dog
statistics 'for 1992 at the Calloway County Animal Shelter. The top
two lines show the cats and dogs that entered and were euthanized.
The two bottom lines show those adopted and reclaimed.
You can see that not very many animals find homes. Peoplc, should
spay and neuter their cats and dogs.
Sarah Johnson
North Elementary
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FARM/AGRICULTURE

•

Price supports won't qualify
at St. John Grain Corporation
Any grains put into storage in
the. St. John Grain Corporation
will not be eligible for pricesupport loans during the period
this facility, is removed from the
list of warehouse approved by the
commodity Credit Corporation,
the Calloway County Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation
Service Office, said today.

t

Removal action was taken, by
the Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service Commodity
Office at Kansas City, Mo.,
because the owner's agreement

had- been declined under the Uniform Qraini.Storage_ Agreement
which controls the storage, of
government-owned grains.

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER KY. • (502)674-5530

.
4

Compintely Erected. Including Concrete Floors.
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built. All Quality Materials

CHECK THESE

FEATURES:
A 4 concrete F
re -oorced •knre mesh
B 12" footing
C. Polyurethan
under concrete
0.Anchor bols
concrete
E. Treated
bottom pates
F.111 studs. 16-0 C
G. 7i16" B'ar,dex
uncle's d,ng
H Putasonite, wood or v

Owner, DWAIN WARREN

I

2rF

'

• ''s ,ncoo
-g
-g'eS,
cove•ed
f.1 0.. ,...031 s'ee
N S
0

el

cn door

P 2200 t‘P,r'.0 -s
C 4.4

We offer you. FREE Es mates References and Locaton of
Garages In Vox Ara. and Wroien Warrant/
with hardboard siding
1' CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
22 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 . CAR (24x30)

vinyl s ding
Deluxe Models
$3,025
$3,425
1' CAR (12x20)
$4.125
$3,725
2 CAR (18x20)
$4,525
$4,025
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
54.625
$4,225
2'2 CAR (24x24)
$4.725
LARGE 2'2 CAR (24x30) S5,225

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

Growing In
the Garden
By Cathleen Lander
I talk with quite a few transplanted gardeners who are trying
to figure out haw to garden in
this climate.
This year all of us who live
here are in the same boat. We're
all wading out to the garden
while wondering if the soil will
ever get dry.
I find myself returning to
habits' I learned when I lived in
the_ Pacific. Northwest where
every spring and most of the
summer was cool and moist. The
trick of dealing with the cool
rainy weather is first to convince
yourself that it -"really isn't all
that wet outside'Yesterday, I was tucking
perennials into the ground during
a steady drizzle — something I
rarely do here, but those plants
had to be planted, and I didn't
feel sure it would ever be any
drier outside. I'm not suggesting
that anyone else follow my example and get soaked to the skin in
order -to-ptant--a-fevz--marigolds.
Eventually, the rain will stop and
the soil will dry out. I've just.lost
all patience in waiting for that
eventuality.
My last garden did teach me a
few more useful things than how
to plant in the mist. One of these

•
was how to garden in raised beds.
The soil in the beds warms up
and dries out more quickly than
the ,surrounding soil, allowing
you to plant sooner. The other
big plus.of raised beds is that the
soil in them doesn't have to be
turned every 'year.
A raised bed is pretty simple to
build:* you just mound up soil
four to six inches higher than the
surrounding soil. Most people
don't just have extra cljrt lying
around the yard and so purchase
some extra topsoil to use for the
beds. I also suggest you add lots
of organic matter, preferably
compost if you can get it.
.7-An important thing to remember when you're building your
raised bed is, after it's built you
don't ever want to walk in the
bed and Compact the soil. Think
about this when you are deciding
on the width of the bed. Can you
reach all parts of the bed comfortably without stepping in the bed?
When I - built my firm beds,
being able to reach the plants in
the middle of -the bed didn't even
cross my mind, and I made them
much too wide. Now, I only
make my beds four feet in width
and only have -to reach in two
feet from either side. If you have
long arms, make them wider.
Site the beds to your needs;
you're the one who'll be working
in them.
If the rain ever stops I'm going
to get out in my raised beds, fork
a little compost on the top of the
beds and plant. I may be waiting
all summer to plant if I wait for
the soil to dry out.
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Farmers need to watch
for blue mold fungus
Blue mold fungus continues to
be active in Georgia and Texas.
Weather patterns as of April 20
had not been conducive for its
spread in Georgia but have been
conducive fOr its development in
wild tobacco in TCX3S, according
to University of Kentucky Extension plant Pathologist Bill
Nesmith.
"In all cases in Georgia, except
one, the activity has been on
untreated plant beds," he said.
Meanwhile,.plant pathologists
in TennesFa.liiiie Confirmed that
tobacco stubble from last year's
crop did support sucker regrowth
this year, which Nesmith said
may allow the blue mold fungus
to overwinter.
"Should -anyone be aware tif
tobacco sucker regrowth in Kentucky', please call the county
Extension office and provide the
agent-With information about the
location and circumstances surrounding. it," Nesmith said. •
Nesmith noted that tobacco

plug plants produced in Texas arc
being marketed in Kentucky.
Blue mold is native to the area in
which such .plants are being
produced.
"Kentucky growers should
know where any plants they
purchase where produced and
assess the risk associated with
those plants," he said.
He 'urged Kentucky tobacco
growers to follow a regular fungicide - program for tobacco seed
beds and fields. Fungicide prQgrams are. not currently available
for greenhouse. or outside float—
bed systems.
The potential for blue mold in
tobacco greenhouses is high.
Greenhouse growers should manage the greenhouse -ventiliation
systems to prevent kaf moisture
at night. Operators of greenhouses should monitor their
plants for signs of blue mold and
report any greenhouse blue mold
activity to their county Extension
agent for agriculture.

Farmers tout virtues
of organic methods

the soil and crops arc chemicalPARIS, Ky. (AP) — Organic
free.
farming has gained outspoken
"We work with nature's cycle,
advocates in two local farmers
against it," Clay said. "We
;snot
who consider their method of
use manure., and natural organic
growing crops a healthy, environmentally friendly alternative to • matter instead of using pesticides,
which-damages the crops and the-modern agriculture.
Ben Ardcry and Joseph Clay la-WIr
Clay, 29, who was_trained as a
raise crops without the usc of
in France, said tlit`flaVbr of
chef
AND
COUNtY
MURRAY
OF
INC
CALLOWAY
chemicals on their 70-acre farm
food is unlike anything
organic
organic
certified
two
of
one
—
Call 753-9500
have experienced.
people
most
farms in central Kentucky. To be
"It's incredible," he said.
and remain anonymous certified organic, farms must pass.
"The food is so fresh and clean.
annual inspections to assure that
It tastes ma percent better."
Ardcry, 61, stressed the health
of natural food.
benefits.
•A
1
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haven't
"1
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v. in 15 years," been
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Please Vote For

MAR,CIA
BRANDON
Magistrate District #3
My name is Marcia D. Brandon and lam running for Magistrate ofDistrict 03 in Calloway County. I was
a student of Calloway Co. High School. My parents are Bill and Monie Hooks. I am the mother of three
children,although I lost two approximately four years ago. I have one son now,Robbie Noel and one stepson,
Christopher Brandon. My husband is Billy E.Brandon,son of Lottie Brandon and the late Earl Brandon.He
is employed with the state police as a water patrolman. Billy is also a former Calloway Co. Deputy Sheriff.
lam a group leader at Fisher Price Toys. I have worked there for seventeen years. lam normally in charge
of between twenty to twenty-five people. During my years at Fisher Price I have completed several courses
in computer, quality, and management areas. I have also taken computer training at Murray State
University. Before working at Fisher Price I was chief payroll clerk at Standard Textile Co., Poplar St.,
Murray, Ky.
In this letter I would like to help everyone to better understand the duties of a magistrate.
We have four districts in Calloway County with a magistrate from each. These magistrates and the
County Judge Executive make up the Fiscal Court. The Fiscal Court is the legislative body that makes
decisions for our county. They make decisions on the jail, hospital, library, park, waste disposal, county
budget, county taxes, roads, and many other things. This responsibility should not be taken lightly. I feel
that the job of magistrate has a great deal of responsibility, and we need people in these positions with the
knowledge and ambition to really dig in and work for the advancement of Calloway County. We need
magistrates with the common sense to be able to know when a road needs repairing and which ones should
be done first and also the education and ambition to go to Frankfort to push for grants and aid for our county.
I have done extensive research into the issues of Calloway County in order to be able to effectively do my
part as a member of your Fiscal Court. Our county has to be run like a major business. That is a very
important objective for me.
The issue of our county jail and solid waste disposal are at the top of the list. I have already gathered a
great deal ofinformation on these two subjects and am working every day to try to uncover options available
to Calloway County.
I feel District 03 needs a magistrate that will dedicate time to solving the problems of our county and also
time to programs for the advancement of our county such as more jobs, better law enforcement and fire
protection, and improvements to our tourism and recreational facilities.
I want to assure the people in District 03 that•vote for Marcia Brandon is a vote forth, person that will
work hard for the advancement of Calloway County In order to be able to do the work that I want to do for
our county I need your vote. Please vote Marcia Brandon (number three on the ballot) to be your next
magistrate in District 03.
Thank you,
Marcia Brandon
Rout* SA
lbws@S.klweves.5j art

Paid twig Noma

Murray, Kentucky 42071
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Obituaries
Andy Randall (Randy) Elkins
Andy Randall (Randy) Elkins,
39. Rt. 3, Box 218, Murray, died
Saturday at 8:35 p.m. (See accident story On page 1).
A lino operator for Ken-Lake
Foods, he was a member of
Spring 'Creek Baptist Church.
Born July 21, 1953, at Murray.
he was the son of Ruby. Mathis
Elkins and the late Andy Cecil
Elkins.
Survivod include his wife.
Mrs. Rita Wilson Elkins, to
whom he was married on June
21, 1975; two daughters, Jessica
Elkins and Angela Elkins, at
home; his mother,.; Mrs. Ruby
Elkins, Murray; three sisters,
Mrs. Debbie Ladd and husband.
Steve, Rt. 5, Murray, Nils. Anna
Duke and husband, Dan, Benton,
and Mrs. Kay Smith and husband,
Robert, Mayfield; his parents-inlaw, Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Wilson, Rt. 4, Murray.
Serves will 'be Wednesday at

a

M.M. Hampton
Feb. 12, 1903, in Lacher County,
Pastor M.M. Hampton died
Saturd4 at a nursing home at
he was the son of the late WilSpringfield, Tenn:, where .he had
burn Hampton and Elizabeth Cornett Hampton.
been a resident for several years.
Survivors include three sons,
Mr. Hampton was an ordained
-Baptist minister for more than 65 413 grandchildren, nine greatyears. He started his early mini-, grandchildren, three sisters and
four brothers.
-Sify as n self--supported pastor to
mission churches in coal mining
The funeral will be Tuesday at
COMMU'llities of eastern
11 a.m. in the chapel of Miller
Kentucky.
Funeral Home of Murray. The
He subsequently served as pasRev. Joe Carrico and Dr. Lloyd
tor of Sinking Spring Baptist
Mahanes will officiate.- Burial
Church and Hazel Baptist Church
will follow in Sinking -Spring
as well as other pastorates in
Cemetery.
Kentucky and Indiana....
Friends may call at the funeral
Mr. Hampton was married to
Olga Draughn Hampton who pre- home 'after 5 p.m. today
ceded him in death in 1970. Born (Monday).

Mrs. Frances..E. Dunning, 61, Illinois; three sisters, Mrs.
Calvert City, died Friday at her Mildred Methony, Calvert City.
Mrs. Helene Cornwell, Paducah,
residence.
Her husband, Al Dunning, pre- and Mrs. Nellie Stuart, Flint.
ceded hot in death. She was the Mich.; one brother, Albert Phil11.
daughter of the late Albert John lip.s., Minonk,
Phillips and Nellie Philliiis. One grandchildren.
Kameral rites will be Tuesday
sister also preceded her in death.
Survivors include four sons, at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck
Steve Hood and Lyndon Dun- and Cann Funeral Home, Benton.
ning, Calvert City, Gary Hood, 'The ,Rev. Tommy Burnham will
follow in
Ballston Spa. N.Y., and Lynal officiate. Burial will
Cemetery in Lyon
Saratoga
Hood, Murray; one stepdaughter,Donna Durclon, Hopkinsville; two County.
Friends may call from 6 to *
stepsons, Roger Dunning, Bossier
tonight (Monday) at the funp.m.
City, La., and Tommy Dunning,
eral_ home

Mark Nester, 40, Rt. 8, Oak
Haven Road. Mayfield. died
Saturday it 12:30 -a.m. at
Huniana-SurburOan Hospital,
Louisville.
He was manager of Commercial *Waste Disposal, Mayfield,
and a member of Liberty Baptist
Church and Graves County Booster Club. He was born July 9,
1952, in Graves.County.
. Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Sherry Nester; one daughter,
Mykala Ncsler, and one son,
Mako----Ncsier,, at home; his
parents., Norman and Ruth Smith
Nesler. Mayfield; two brothers,
Joel Nester. Rt. 6, Mayfield, and
Fred Nester, Rt. 2. Mayfield; his
grandmother. Mrs. Gertie Nester.
Melber.
The funeral will be today at 3
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev.
Loyd Hcavin will. officiate. Burial will follow in Liberty Church
Cemetery.'10.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy be to
Graves County Booster Club, do
Graves County High School, Rt.
8 Mayfield, Ky. 42066.

John P. Wilson, 75, died Saturhe served on Administrative
day at 8:43 a.m. at his home on Council..
Shtick Road, Rt. I, Box 335,
A veteran of jhe European
Hickman.
Theater of World War 11, he
He served four years in Fulton. received the Bronze Star. Born
Hickman and Carlisle . County July 22, 1917, in Calloway Counoffices of Agricultural Adjust- ty, he was the son of the. late
ment Administration; 371
/
4 years Quentin D. Wilson and Mary
with- -Jackson- -Pu-rc hase ProducWioChester - Wilson. Preceding
tion Credit Association with 11
him in death were four brothers,
years as loan officer and field
Vernon, William, Guy and Lowmanager in Fulton and Hickman ell Wilson.
counties, as manager of Hickman
Survivors include his wile,
office for 23V2 years, and last
Mrs.
Louise Shuck Wilson, to
three years before retirement
whom
he was married on Dec. 3,
from PCA served .as- vice presi1941:
two
sons, Paul L. Wilson
dent of credit for the entire
and NI:A K. Wilson. and three,
association.
grandchildren, Jessica May,
After retirement from PCA, he
Nathan Lyle and John Max Wilwas active in farm manage,ment
'ph. all Cayce: two brothers,
and rural appraisers and family
James G. Wilson -and Albert L.
farming interests. He was a memWilson ol Calloway County.
ber of American Society of Farm
Managers and Rural 'Appraisors
The funeral was today at 10:30
for over 15 years, was vice presia.m, in the chapel ()I White Ranson Funeral Home, 1:nion City,
dent of Kentucky Association
Tenn. The Rev. David Russell
FMRA and the Blue Glass Chapofficiated. Burial was in Mt. Zion
ter of FMRA, and. of Mt.. Zion
CCII1Cle rk;.
United 'Methodist Church where

William David (Bill) Hamrick

Mrs. Jackie A. Kingins
Survivors include her husband,
Mrs. Jackie A. Kingins, 39, of
Rt. I, Murray, Butterworth Road, H. Kent Kingins, to whom she
died Saturday at 2:50 p.m. at was married on Jan. 13, 1988,
Western Baptist Hospital, Padu- and one daughter, Ashley Ann
cah. Her death followed a brief Kings, Rt.- 1-, Murray; one son,
Brian Teitloff, Rt. 4, Murray; her
illness.
She was the secretary of her mother, Mrs. Alvinia Dunlap. Rt.
family's construction company 4, Murray; two 'stepdaughters,
and an avid horsewoman. A 1972 Carla.Kingins and Sarah Kingins,
graduate- of Calloway County both of Murray; four brothers, It.
High School, she was a member Col. Paul Dunlap and wife, Mary,
of First Baptist Church, Murray. Washington, D.C., Dale Dunlap
Born Feb. 14, 1954, she was and wife, Carolyn, Cecil Dunlap
the daughter of Alvinia Taylor and Wife, Marshaa, and Randy
Dunlap and thc late Paul Dunlap. Dunlap,. all of Murray; her
parents-in-law, Hal K. and Betty
Kingins, Murray; several aunts,
uncles and cousins.
GraveSide services will be
Tuesday at 10 a.m. at Murray
City Cemetery. Dr. Greg Earwood will officiate.
Mrs. Nellie G. Rogers, 88, forFriends may call at J.H. Churmerly of Murray, died Saturday
chill Funeral Home after 4 p.m.
at 11:30 a.m. at Fairmont, W.Va. today -Monday).
Her husband, Hafford L.
Rogers. died Feb. 11, 1980. Born
March 15, 1905, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
The late Andrew J. Suiter and
Vinnic Robertson Suiter.
She was a member of Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Survivors include two daughters, -Mrs. Bobbie Charlton and
husband, James, Huntsville, Ala.,
and .Mrs. Betty Sitterwhite and
husband, Buddy, Fairmont,
W.Va.; four sons, Joe T. Rogers
and wife, 'Theresa, Warren,
Mich., Gene Rogers, Louisville,
Andy Rogers -and wife, Linda.
Murray, and Ronney Rogers and
wife, Sharon, Farmington; 19
grandchildren; .13 greatgrandchildren. Blalock-Coleman funeral
Home will be in charge of
arrangements.

Mrs. Nellie

G. Rogers

Stock Market
Report

Mark Nesler

John P, Wilson

11 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. John
Dalt will officiate. Burial will
follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 4 to 9 p.m. Tuesday.

William David (Bill) Hamrick.
74, of 517 Whitnell Ave., Murray, died Sunday at 3 p.m. at
West View Nursing Home.
Born...lune 14, 1918,.
in Calloway-County, he was the -son of
the late William David Hamrick
Sr. and Earlene Farmer Hamrick.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Cordie I.ee Wall Hamrick;
one daughter, Sandra Lee Ferony,
Springville, Va.: one son, the
Rev. Steven Wall Hamrick,
Hopkinsville; .two sisters, Mrs.
Gretchel Ross, Murray, and Mrs.
Gcla Maurer, Havertown. Pa.:
one brother, Joseph. Brooks Hamrick, Juno Beach. Fla.; 11
grandchildren.
J.H: Churchill Funeral Home
will be in charge of
arrangements.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy be in the
form of donations to Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church

i• 1.5.11
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Mrs. Frances E. Dunning

RANDY ELKINS
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or Alzheimer's Support Group at
Murray -Calloway County.
Hospital.

Man charged
with murder
LONDON, Ky. (AP) -- A
London mart was charged_ with
murdermurder after a second London
man was shot to death during the
weekend, according to Keniucky
State Police.
James- Fletcher, 30, was shot
once in the upper chest about
9:30 p.m. EDT Saturday, police
said. The shooting occurred abtrut
five miles north of London
Jerry Epperson, 31", was
charged with murder and taken to
the Laurel County Jail, police,
said.
State police said Epperson
reported the shooting to them, but
no additional detaits were
released.

HOG MARKET
Federal-State Market %roe Server May 3, 103 Kentucky Porcine Area Hog Market Report Includes 3
Buying Stations Receipts: Act IS,IA.245 larrinni
needy Sem steady to ill
US 1-2 234230 las
$o 4141N
US 1-2 210234 be
11034142.0
US 2-3 23020 be
442111142.30
US 3-4 berno be
$41 110-42.00
Same
US 1.2 274350 lb.
01 NM.*
US 1-3 3011400 IN
S.07 03250
)
US 1-3 404524 0.
S00134.50
US 1-3 525 and up 144.
05.0431.110
US 2-3 308.300 lb.,.
042011431 N
Boon S27010 20-4

r

Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

Dow Jones lad. A vg..........LOS
DJIA Previous Close......3425.53
Air Products..
431/04
AT&
Bell South
.S2/
1
4-3
/
4
Briggs &
633/a+1/3
Bristol Myers Squibb...613
/
4+13
/
4
Chrysler
411/.+1/3
Dean Foods.....—...--.- 243
/
4-3
/
4

•

Fisher Price
mac
Ford Motor..................... 551/41+1/3
General Electric
General'Motors............... 413
/
4+3
/
4
Goodrich .......
47+1/4
Goodyear ........................743/4+gig
1 B M
4V/s+1/4
Ingersoll Rand ................. 32'4+3
/
4
K-Mart......... .....
K U Energy................. 30/
3
4 tuiC
LG&
McDonsids
Merck
431/34-1/1
J.C. Penney..
Peoples First*
323
/
4B 33A
Quaker Oats.........65-3
/
4
Schering-Plough..
66+3
/
4
Sears......._.................523
/
4+3/11
.....
mimic
Time
UST
.2V/s mac
Wal-Mart
• Hilliard Lyons is•rnieltel Maker ,n
stock
UNC ems unchanged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Add tonal
Informaton

Available
Upon Reques!

HIWARD
LYONS

Our Rest Int•esiment Is You.
1.12 Nowt IL tank Pik • aft. 015E ang WC

SUPPORT YOUR
COMMUNITY
ARTS

Subscribe!

Elect J.D. Williams
For The People
• My Door Will Always Be
Open To Everyone
•

Your Ideas And Suggestions
Will Always Be.Welcome

• I Will Represent Everyone
Equally And Fairly

County Judge-Executive
Paid Far By CommItte • Rlek Burton, Trjuksuree 1302 011ve Blvd, Murray, Ky 42071

STREET FAIR
Bel-Air Center • Murray
May 22 & 23

ARTS & CRAFTS

Booth Rental

759-1042

AMERICA .5#1 BRAND ATSALE PRIGS!

'There's a new idea in funeral planning
I thought you'd like to know about."

The FS 36 trimmer. rated #1 by
a leading consumer magazine.
has all the strength and
durability you expect from
a_Stihl-built trimmer.

Ricky D.
It's the price of the year
on the rugged 09L .ham saw'
Perfect for cutting firewood.
Tinging-arid trunnung.

Holbrook
Ricky D. Holbrook of Rt. 1,
AlmO. died Friday night at Padlo. cab. (See related story on page
1).
Services will be at Kempf Funeral Home, Marshall, Mich.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
was in charge of local
arrangements.

-Theversatile 8G 72-blower.
Handy for cleaning sidewalks.
4porches truck beds. gardens;
- gutters and other
hard-to-reath places.

11

VIM Yoe*, AMISS Coleman and Kelvin York
More and more people are taking advantage of the opportunity to pre-plan their Amoral arrangements, with the Family
Considerations Kamm
You can choose Om arranpments you want. This way your
family won't face•iiflicult decision latar. You can plan pre-pay
rem
arrangemente so your family won't inherit • financial

9
5
1111
69
244:4

1_

WWI

r
Call or come by today.The Funnily Consideribons program is

STIHL,

a great idea.

Blalock-Coleman

IN NNW 1011"

Pignerdli Haw. law.
Pisimelool. %NW Dolimmill Swiss • Maim Fesisues

TIS

Pair* ft
Pawl, Nialftlailan Noma
INENINal *AVM

Worth more because
it does more.
Orange Tag specials c

Murray Home 6 Auto

7113-11110
salwasassa wNNW Panda Nib

•

•
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Classified
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition

010
020
025
030
040
050

ANN0UNCEMENts
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

190
370
390
400
550

070

Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare

090
100

Situation Wanted
. Business Opportunity

110

.............

Instruction

410

Public Sale

540

For Trade

560

Free Column

570

Wanted

470
480
485
490
495
500
51-0
520

I ItANSPORIA 1 ION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vane
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

MRS. THERESA, Reader
& Advisor. A true born
physic, gifted .frpm God
554-7904 tall for
appointment

VCR Service
All Brands

Ward-Elkins

PSYCHIC Festival, Paducah. KY., Executive INN
eaturday, May 8,
,
•
May
AURORA Pizza Magic Ge- 10am-8prn. Sunday,
nuine hand tossed pizza, 9,- lOarn-6pm Readings,
fresh salads, sandwiches, vending booths, demongyros. Open all year at strations. Free lectures evadmis5pm 'Closed Mon and ery 15 minutes with
474-8119. . won of $5
Tues
1-800-649-3804
ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clothing Supply 753-4545

753-1713

is
Pagliai's
moving to 970
Chestnut., May
3,4,5& 6th and
will be closed.

WANT to lose a little weight
or aka Try First Place a
Christ Centered Health
Program For more information call 753-5400 or
436-2657

RE-OPENING

030

Fri., May 7th
at 11 a.m.

Cwd
of Thank*

In memory of
Michael Allen
McNeely who
passed away a
year

ago.

Parents:
John & Ann
McNeely
Grandparents:
Hayden &
lone Morris
Pearl McNeely
Aunt & Uncle
& Cousins
ORO
Help
Wanted
BABYSITTER needed
Days and nights Must have
references 'Call 753-1078

COORDINATOR of mathematics. Learning Center,
beginning August 1, 1993
Master's degree in matheThe family of matics or mathematics
education required. PreviJohn Vido Bortulin
ous teaching and adminiCANCER
strative experience and exwould like to thank
INSURANCE
cellent English skills preNo age limit to apply If
ferred 'Duties include
comwhose
those
your present policy is
teaching twelve hours Math
over 10 years old, it
100 per semester, supermuch
so
meant
fort
may not cover some of
vising graduate teaching
the newer treatments
to us in our time of assistants and adjuncts.
such as chemotherand assisting the math to
apy. For free informaprogram Salary apwe offer
grief,
tion call
proximately $19,500 ReJerry McConnell
heartfelt thanks. We
view of applications will begin immediatley. Submit
Insurance
were truly helped
letter of application, vita,
753-4199
and references to Doris
seivice'
-ties local
by the many kindCella, Director, Learning
Center, Murray State Unius.
shown
nesses
GRAND Opening Gingerversity, Murray, KY 42071
bread Lady's Candy & Gift
Murray State does not disShoppe Open Tues-Sat
criminate on the basis of
8-5 437-4561
race, color, national origin,
sex, or disability in its programs or activities. For inforLOST 6 yr old spayed
mation, contact the Murray
declawed, overweight fe- State University Office of
male tabby cat Last seen Equal Opportunity
1905 Westwood Dr, 502/762-3155
on
loti
ii
.
;
1
:n
I
I
di:FWP
4:crfol
"
640
VSTAWOUIS011 WELCOMED
place of residence Named
Toppy If seen please call DANCERS, waitresses
ALLIANCE
$500 plus wkly 642-4297
t 51 ACT OR TRUER OMIPOG CIEWEIRS
759-1914
V.
after 6pm Doll House Hwy
L.
LOST Rat Terrier, white 79E, Pans, Tn
s- wiblack spots, has collar,
answers to Peanut Re- DO you need a JOB, or do
ward' 489-2580, 345-2602 you need help in making
positive advances for the
LOST Reward $100'Small future? We have 22 JOB
fluffy tabby cat. Vicinity of OPENINGS for people be12th or 13th of Olive
tween the ages of 16-22
753-4828
years if you are not in
school Call 753-9378 five
days a week between
Ame,ica's Second Car
8 00am-3 00pm We are an
EOE This project is funded
by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry CouncilJTPA
Locations Coast to Coast
GYMNASTICS instructor
needed for part time sumHALEY'S AUTO SALES
mer job, 753-6705
Cars Custom Vans and Vans For Moving
painter, 3yrs exHOUSE
112 So. 12th
Office: 753-6910
or vocational
perience
42071
Murray, KY
1-800-THE-DUCK
training required Wage deLowest Rates on Town!
pends upon experience.
taxes withheld 753-2407
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
leave message

FOR AVON'S *ANEW" and
SKIN SO SOFT Bath Oil
Avon Service Call
753-1915 8am 8pm

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS

liglpDuckling

By Way of the
Grapevine
Antiques &
New selection of herb wreaths & swags. southwestern
afghans & more afghans, piacanats & napkins. copper,
pewter, lamps, gransaisais. cow & apple kitdiat
accessory', silk geraniums & sunflowers Come by for
the -unique Mother s Day Gift'
(Gift certificates• Bridal Registry)
121 So to Old Salem Rd.
Wed -Sat 10 AM-5 PM Sun 2-5 PM

TAKING
APPLICATIONS

Mobile Homes For Rent

270

Mobile Homes For Sale

365........... .....For Sale Or Lease

300

Business Rentals

420

Horne Loans

310

Want To Rant

430

Real Estate

320

Apartments For Rent

435

Lake Property

330

Rooms For Rant

440

Lots For Sale

340

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

360

For Rent or Lease

460

Home. For Sale

McDonald's
I
I.

Now Hiring!!
Full & Part time
shift available.

Must be willing
to work
weekends.
Apply in person
at McDonalds,
Murray.
MIG welders and general
helpers needed immediately Apply in person
Vegan Metal 328-8980
PART time 20-25 hours per
week foe local business office Send resume to PO
Box 70 Murray, Ky 42071
PART time receptionist
needed for local insurance
office, light typing, some
computer background
helpful Send resume t 0
Box 1145, Murray,
42071
RECEPTIONIST/ office
manager for dental office
Send resume to box PO
Box 1040 0. Murray Ky
42071
SALES person needed
sewing experience neces
sary Apply at Murray Sewing Center. Bel Air Shooping Center
SECRETARIAL pesdion
available. 30 hours per
week, computer skills essential References required Send resume to PO
Box 1040-F, Murray, Ky
42071

Domestic
& Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable & exper
ienced, references Call
Linda 759-9553

--Position
Wasted
SEWING jobs wanted, including, formal wear
753-1061

AttkIss
For Us

-Home
Furnishings

LET us make your clothes,
alter and repair Uniforms
and sportswear, rentals,
gowns and tuxedos Ruth's
See and Sew, Country
Square. 1608 N 121, Murray 753 6981

UPRIGHT piano & dining
room suit for sale
759-1180

THEM'S BARGAIN BIN

MOTORCYCLE helmets
camping supplies, camouflage clothing new & used
.guns Jerry's Sporting
Mayfield
Goods
247-4704
MURRAY parts available at
Keiths Lawn & Tractor
760-9831

WHEELHORSE 20 horse
hydramatic, 46- mower.
350 lb loader, weight box,
dual rear wheels, snow
blade, down pressure
grader, like new New Kubota generator, heavy duty
Ernest Jennings 24 volt
electric wheel chair, will
carry anyone over 300 lbs
1978 Pace Arrow RV with
Mitchell gear splitter, lots of
extras 436-2000

SPECIAL purchase' 5hp
Horn
horizontal shaft Briggs &
FumIsNnge
Stratton engine $189
Keith's Lawn & Tractor, 80 1 SET of tables, consists o
East Main 759-9831
2 dr commode table, 1, 2d
TRUCK load of mixed run coffee table; 2, 2dr end
lumbers Paschall Salvage. tables, excellent condition
/. mile South of Hazel 753-1411 after 6pm or all
day Sat
901 498-8964

RN - HOME HEALTH - contract available, pm
with flexible scheduling. Visit patient homes in
Graves County only. Salary at 20% above base.
CNA - FULL-TIME in Home Health. Experience
preferred. 7:30-4:00 p.m. Salary commensurate with
excellent benefits package.
Contact 'Janice Glisson, Home Care Director, 502247-5211. ext. 327. Come and join our team as we
move into our new facility!
ADMINLSTRATIVE COORDINATOR: Parttime shift supervisor needed to be responsible and
accountable for providing leadership and direction
on the 11-7 shift. Current Ky. state nursing license
required.
Human Resources, COMMUNITY HOSPITAL,
P.O. Box 1099, Mayfield, KY 42066 E0E/M/F/H/V

tan

,

Want
To Buy

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th,
Murray
NEED shallow well pump &
tank good condition
436-5811

1982 PONTIAC Grand
Prix. no motor Also maho
gany table 8 4 chairs
759 1645
2 USED refrigerators go04:1
ponchtion Also used chain
link fence 250ft 753 9240
ALMOST new Troy Bolt 7hp
foto tiller includes bed
mailer 759 494 7
BIG truck load of kbeigiat
Crump' Paschall SaWagn
nets South of ,4/1204
90, 4988984

Christian, Honest, Capable
Common Sense
champ 10, Ow 11•1114111
Pew is le liaasem be nom St I Mk now

BOGARD trucking and es
cavaiOng Inc We haul lop
Soo gravel WI del stein
fedi Pro 'imp rs• 1112111
FORMA& dresses be soft
or rent Orem be somas
cruses duos reunions 018
were C.'
114111.1t
127 1111199
Two it
HBAT r
Iss issorep now SIM

Reader Ads:
25t per word $5.00 minimum 1st
day. 51 per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(The,. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 ex
,
tra for blind box ada.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid
A '2.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.

2'

OB/NURSERY DIRECTOR - wanted!
This position is responsible and accountable
for providing leadership and development of
the Birthing Center. Looking for an individual who wants a challenge and considers
themself to be creative and resourceful.
Management experience preferred.
107 bed acute care facility in the final stages
of building. Must be a graduate from an
approved School of Nursing and currently
licensed by the Ky. State Board of Nursing.
Salary commensurate with competitive benefits. Contact Human Resources,Community
--Hospital, P.O. Box 1099, Mayfield, Ky.
42066 E0E/M/F/H/V

NA1'1,16t. NIA

ICED TEA

Pepsi-Cola is expanding their product line
and operations with the addition of Ocean
Spray and Lipton Tea. The addition of
these new products will create exciting
employment opportunities in the areas of
sales, marketing, and distribution. These
will be full time, permanent positions with
benefits and potential for long term
growth. To pursue joining the growing
Pepsi Team, apply in person at Job
Service, 1210 Johnson Blvd., Murray,
Friday, May 7 from 12:00 p.m.-3 p.m. or
send resume to Director of Personnel,
P.O. Box 1070, Marion, IL 62959.

N
MOHO
INTERNATIONAL, INC.
- Located on Hwy.641, Paris, Tn.

Will Be Taking Applications For:

GENERAL FACTORY
WORKERS
Applications may be filled out at the Plant
between the hours of 900
am to11 00am.and 1p m 103 00pm
on Monday and Tuesday. May 31 4.
19113 Prolat candoclales wt1h a NO
school oducabon oiGED Th.s.
2nd VIA oPontnold (330 pm 10 12
rnscingels) Aopecant needs to be abte to
office building

evidentiary to work ORS snal NV any daily
of weekend over time that is schoduied
Aseires/
amostrisso. stiemens•

WM,
Hoses Fit kb

Mobile
Homes For Sale

BRAND new doublwide. 1993 14x52 2br. $10,500
3br, 2 bath, lap siding, 1993 14x56 2br, $11,500
993 14x65 3br, $12,900
shingle root with many ex993 14x70 3br, $17.900
tra options, must see to
993 16x80 3br. $19,900
believe only $21,900 with
993 28x48 3br, $22.900
pmt less than rent. Gateway Mobile Homes. Jack Thompson. Terry
Lynch Lakeland Quality
527-1427
Homes,641 North, Benton,
COMPLETE mobile home Ky 527-5253
services Phone and cable
installation Gallimore 3BR 2 bath mobile home
and 6 acres west of Hazel
Electric 759-1835
on State Line Rd $17,000
CUMMINGS Meter Poles or
offer
make
Specializing in mobile 901-247-3374
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325 BEST Home Center, Hwy
45E, Milan, TN New gov435-4027
ernment money available
LOOKING for 16x80-7 We for mobile home loans Bad
have one of the largest credit in the past but have
selection's in the Tni-State re-established, we can help
area, with prices so low we you buy a new mobile
can't advertise Gateway home. Call toll free
Mobile Homes, 527-1427
1-800-282-3781 Credit application taken over the
phone.

1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
Clean Used Furniture. Appliances, and Sese Items
Use Our Layaway Plan
We but furniture
SOLID maple country
squire desk 23-x48. good
condition 753-6171

GOLF balls for sale $4 & up
a dozen 3 sets of golf
clubs, excellent shape
Best offer 753-6561

2113
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

MID-SOUTH Musicians
Network Get listed in &
receive a directory of area
musicians & technicians of
all shapes & sizes (pros(
amateurs). Phone for free
brochure' (901) 642-0773
OVATION Celebrity guitar
Electric/acoustic cutaway,
in great shape, only 9
months old, black in color,
hardshell case included,
$525 Call 753-0463 for information alter 5pm

4yurray-Calloway County Hospital. a leader in
- providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee, announces
the following job openings
REGISTERED NURSES
House Supervisor Full-time weekend positions
7A - 7P & 7P - 7A
Critical Care Unit Full-tune 3-11

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753-9600

Mental Health Unit Part-time 3-11
Cardiac Cath Lab Part-lime days
Cardiac experience required

240

top
NEW letter quality color
printer 753-7001

$5.00 Column Inch
Display Ada
40% Dtwount Ind Rao.
60% Nomura 3n1 Rua
(All 3 Ade Must Run %mho 6 Day Pirmid )
II 75 per cologne inch calm far l'aiwasy(Shop
ping Gunk)

270
Articles
For Sale

,vmal

Mart
12th & Chestnut

Calloway County
Judge Executive

Home Furnishings
160
Antiques
165
170..............__Vacuum Cloariers
Savnnir klachmes
180
195
—.....Haavy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
Firewood
210
220
Musical
240
Miscellaneous
T V & Radio
260
380
Pete & Supplied'

150

Pockets Food

needs friendly,
reliable people
for all shifts.
Please apply in
person.

MERCII \DISE
Computers
For Sale Or Trade
130 ---140 ............ ........... Want To Boy
150 .................... Articles For Sale

- VLF.;

HI-,I.

I' TATE RENTAL

285 Mobile Horne Lots For Rent

Help
Wanted

In
Memory

Notice

280

060

Oln

020

1.:t

Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

230
250
290
530

MISLELLANEet.s

EMPLOYMENT
060

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
SERVICE',

....... ...Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
..—
Poultry ilk Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

Advertusers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ada for any error
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any ifrror should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

7534916

FARMERS MARKE I

Classified Ad Rates
Display Ads

AIIIIISTZ12115

l'O PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES

Miscellaneous

Long Term Care Unit Full-time 7-3

1975 FORD Bus 361
automatic, power steering
air brakes Back cut off to
haul, 4 wheel drive or dune
buggy $900 753-0115 or
435-4547

Business
Services

For details contact:
Lyn Ryan. R N
Nurse Recruiter
(502) 762-1319
I

KEN TENN Investigations.
owner J B Wilburn, specializing in criminal, civil,
domestic and insurance in
vestigations 14 years law
enforcement experience
Bel Air Shopping Center
50 2 - 7 5 3 - 3 8 68
502-436-6099 Licensed in
Kentucky and Tennessee
27-)
Mobile
Homes For Sale
14x56 1981 CHAMPION
mobile home, includes
deck & underpinning
$6500 753-7953
1973 FLEETWOOD 24x48,
3br. 1 bath central air, refrigerator & stove stay Ask
ing $14,500 will negotiate
759-9155
1980 12x60 PARTIALLY
$ 5 90 0
furnished
436-2684
1984 FLEETWOOD 14x60
frt kit 2br, gas $8995 Ph
502 527 5253
1989 CONCORD 14.70
mobile home 2br, 2 bath
with Jacuzzi, catherdal cell
ings large deck landscap
ing on approx 2 acres over
looking pond Lynn Grove
area extremely nice
753 9959 9am 5pm after
6pm 435 4438

1991 _SOUTHERN' Livin
14x70. 3br 2 bath all
electric $ 1 2 .900 ph
502 527 5253

•

PRN pool positions available with flexible scheduling. Salary is 15% above base

I Ipp..r1 lairiS
mpliov.,

MURRAY
C.AILOWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

7403 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 42071

Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee. announces
the following job openings

SPEECH PATHOLOGIST Full-time position Bachelor's degree in Speech Pathology and Kentucky Ucensure required
CANCER REGISTRAR Part-time posibon on
days Certification CTFI, ART. ARA, RN, or LPN
required
PARAMEDIC Full-time 6P- 6A shift Seven 12
hour shifts per two week period Must be a
Licensed Emergency Technician Paramedic

For details emeasti:
Personnel Dept.

(sea)muss
,"..•

MURRAY
CALLOMY
COUNTY
HOSPITikl,

Piriplar Street • Murray Kentiii k% 1241; I

Do you know who is operating
your County 'ail?
It is not the man that was
elected

Chec&Jj out!

5oe Thornton
fairtimow
County lades

I 0I

4.11 10111

••

e

‘'‘
•.
.
;

4
•J

•;

r •k
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CLASSIFIEDS
A

510

ri20
Campers

OVERSTOCKED on used
12x14 wides All must go,
some un need of repair
Prices starting at $1495
Gateway Mobile Hodes.
Benton, Ky Ph 527-1427
WANT to buy 2 or 3br
mobile home reasonably
priced Also need to rent
trailer lot, preferrably in
country 436 2779
280
- Mobil.
Homes For Rent
2BR, furnished in Hazel
available May 1 492-8526
2BR, water and appliances
furnished Coltman RE.
753-9898
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br.
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209
285
Mobile
Home Lots For Rent
2BR Ir, dr, kitchen, full
bath located in Almo
Heights Available immediately 753-5432
MOBILE home spaces in
new court 20 miles from
Murray Can accomodate
only 60ft length or less $75
rent, $75 deposit
753 7953

4 CAR clean-up shop, office, paved lot, air
753-4509

28R apts, spacious, all
appl-iances including
washer & dryer $450/mo
753-4573
2BR duplex in Northwood
Lease & deposit $325/mo
753-8715
2BR duplex, central h/a,
appliances furnrshed
Available now in Westwood
Subdivision Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR garage apt, central
h/a, new stove & refrigerator, very nice condition 1 yr
lease plus deposit,
$325/mo Phone 753-2376
2BR located dose to MSU
campus, wooded lot, lots of
privacy, 1/
1
4325/mo, deposit
required 753-8755 leave
message
2BR near MSU. Central
heat & air, available now
$300/mo, appliances &
lawn maintenance furnished 'Embassy Apts
753-9898
2BR, Sherry Lane Estates
New & very nice All appliances furnished, central
h/a, quiet neighborhood
Coleman RE,. 753-9898
FURNISHED 2br lakefront
apt No pets $300/mo,
$100/ deposit 436-2402
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984. Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEW 2br duplex, central
h/a, appliances, carport.
$400/mo. 1817 Ridgewood_ No pets. 753-7457_

641N IN same building as
Auto Dealer Supply Inquire NICE 2br duplex central
at Auto Dealer Supply for 'gas h/a, stove, refrigerator
details 753-5585
& dishwasher furnished.
BUILDING to lease For- - Washer/dryer hookup. 14
malty Walter's Pharmacy, yrs old on North Wood Dr
519 So 121h, Murray Call $400/mo plus deposit. No
pets. Days 753-1953,
Benson's Sporting Goods
nights 753-0870.
753-1342
COMMERCIAL building for NICE 3br, stove & refrigerarent Great location on 12th tor furnished, carpet
Street with lots of parking throughout, central h/a,
Call 753-7435 day or available May 1 $450/mo
plus deposit No pets 105
753-3966 at night
No 16th St. Days 753-1953
FOR Rent-Business Retail -Nights 753-0870
or Office Space in S Side
NOW taking applications
Shopping Center
for Section 8 low rent hous753-4509 or 753-6612
ing. Apply in person at
LARGE commercial build- Southside Manor, 906
ing on University campus. Broad St Extended, beCall 753-2967
tween 8am- 12noon . No
phone calls please Equal
OFFICE for rent on 641
Housing Opportunity
Call 759-1033
TAKING applications for
310
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bedWant
To Rent
rooms, handicap accessible. Equal Housing OpporPROFESSIONAL couple tunity. Apply Hilldale Apts
looking for 3br home to rent Hardin, Ky or call
for approx 4-5yr in Murray 502-437-4113area
For approx
$450-500/mo Have references 759-1347

120
Apartments
For Rent
1, 2, 3,4BR apts,furnished,
very nice, some with
washer & dryer, near MSU.
No pets. Also room for rent.
753-6111, 753-1252 days
753-0606 after 5pm.
1BR & studio apt available,
appliances furnished. Coleman RE 753-9898.
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray 753-4109.
2BR, 2 bath duplex, appliances furnished, central
gas heat & air, with garage,
w/d hook-up. Northwood Dr
$475/mo., 1 mo. deposit, 1
year lease. No pets.
753-2905,

2 BEDROOM upstairs. 10
miles out 94E Stove &
refrigerator furnished.
$200/mo, deposit & references. 354-6729.

9 WATERFRONT lots, 11
water view lots Exclusive
subdivision on Kentucky
Lake Waterfront lots starting at $10,000 and up to
$20,000 15 miles east of
Murray. KY. 10 miles north
of Paris Landing State
Park, near New Concord,
KY New subdivision, but
For Rent
only 9 waterfront lots reOr Lease
maining Unspoiled surCREEKVIEW Self-storage roundings, reasonable rewarehouses on Center strictions insure owners of
stable property values Our
Drive behind Shoney's
Best Reference-Developer
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
Has Built A New Home In
NORTHWOOD storage The Subdivision For His
presently has units avail- Family's Enloymenff Deveable 753-2905 for more loper will be on site every
information
Friday, Saturday and Sunday to assist you in your lot
SHOP located at 406 Sun
bury Circle overhead selection Directions From
doors, gas heat Call Murray. KY travel East on
Highway 121 to New Con753-0839 or 436-2935
cord. turn left on Highway
444 8 go to Blood River
370
Baptist Church, turn right
Livestock
and travel 1 mile, turn left
Styplies
and proceed -to the beauti14 2HH Bay with blaze ful entrance to Red Water
Arab Quarter horse good Estates Subdivision C W
with children Trail horse Shelton, Real Estate 8
only Must see to appreci
Auction Co C W Shelton,
ate $800 obo 753 0516 „ Broker & Auctioneer, 924
after 5pm
Haymarket Drive, Mayfield.
KY (502) 247-1385
WHEAT straw, square
bales Delivery available
40
753 5107 or 753-4003 after
Farms
5pm
For Sale
YOUNG Simental cross 3 ACRE farm with new well,
cows with calves
2 out buildings, driveway,
489-2628
completely fenced, camper
optional $10,000 Located
38r
lust off Hwy 280 on old
Pets
Murray concord Rd
8 Supplies
436-5744 or 436-2528
AKC Pomeranian 8 week LAND 1 to 230 acres
old puppies. Call 492-8749 753-1300 or 489-2116 after
leave message
7pm 7 5 ton gas heat
AKC female chow, cinna- electric air unit
mon, lyr old, very friendly MAY Ratrisey's 20 acre
759-4680 or 753-4392
farm,7 Miles east of Murray
or VanCleave Rd
pooregistered
Toy
AKC
dles, also AKC registered $20,000 Mildred Elkins
Toy Dachshund puppies 753-3065
EXTRA nice 3br home only
5yrs old, white stone, central gas h/a, low utilities,
storage shed, large
kitchen, 2 baths. $550/mo
References required
753-2339 or 753-8767

901-352-,2416

4s0
HAVE an 'Sbedient. safe
Homes
dog for show or home
For Sale Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over 1987 DOUBLE wide
(28x56), 3br, 2 bath south12yrs 436-2858
west area, city water, on
LOVEABLE kittens, variety approx V/, acres, storage
of colors Also older kittens, building, satelitte Bank apexcellent barn cats Good praised at $43,500 Owner
mousers, $15 753-9390
must sell 759-9976
PEG'S Dog Grooming 2BR country home cenftal
753-2915
hia vinyl siding 14 car
garage extras clean and
430
well maintained 437-4023
Real
3BR 24 bath-Beautiful
Estate
brick Canterbury home
21 ACRES in Lynn Grove 2400sq ft plus 2 car garage
area Will sell all together or Corner lot, privacy fence,
in 5 acre blocks 489-2161 beautifully landscaped yard
after 7pm
& patio area Price Just
FOR your real estate reduced to $105,000 Call
needs, contact Wilson Re- Coleman RE 753-9898

alty at 302 So 12th,
753-3263 Wayne Wilson,
753-5086, broker; Pat Coleman, 753-0818, associate, Dan Miller, 435-4144,
associate & auctioneer

KOPPERUD REALTY,
Murrays largest rearestate
firm, offers a complete
2BR 1405 Vine; 3br 1305 range of Real Estate serVine. Lease & deposit re- vices with a wide seletftion
quired. Call 753-0932 or of quality homes, all prices.
753-5898.
or
753 - 1 22 2
2BR 14 townhouse, 1-800-455-1222.
Chestnut St Apt, central KOPPERUD Realty has
h/a, deck, lawn mainte- buyers waiting to purchase
nance. Available 5/11/93. homes-all price ranges If
Coleman RE 753-9898.
you are thinking of setting2BR, 1 bath, one car gar- contact one of our courteage, central h/a, $300 de- ous and professional
posit, $300/mo. Call agents at 753-1222 or stop
753-6633. On Hwy 94W. by office at -711 Main St.

B & B BROKERS, Inc. 701 CHALLENGER Mark II
South 12th St, Murray. bass boat, 85hp Johnson
Kentucky
Phone Javalin motor Johnson ft502-753-4389, your New control trolling motor
1982 DATSUN 210 wagon
Airstream Motorhome $3500 obo 489-2772
very good condition
Dealer Five to choose
$1650, 5sp 753-8663
from
Night phone TWO Yamaha Wave Runners 500's 1991 "models
502
753
TOYOTA
Celica,
5960
1982
$1800
each Phone
$800 obo, good running
USED Airstream Trailers 502 759 4943 after 8pm
condition 753-1072
Also used trailer hitches
WANTED cheap boats &
1983 PONTIAC Firebird, 6 Will trade 753 0114
motors All kinds Tom Lee
cyl, auto, air, cruise, pis, &
436-5811
am/fm cassette, ,87,000
miles, $2500 759-'1021
530
1984 FORD Tempo
Services
air,cruise, auto. $1400
1975 ASTROGLASS 40hp
Otlered
436-5697
Johnson, trailer, new tire
1 A A-1 Hauling, tree trim
492 8749
1984 FORD Tempo, needs
ming, tree removal, clean
work, $700 obo Call 14- BASS Boat new 40hp mg out sheds, attics, 8 odd
753-5350 after 5pm
Mariner motor, new prop lobs Free estimates
new battery, new steering 436-2102 Luke Lamb
1985 NISSAN Maxima stacable 753-3282
tion wagon, sun/moon roof
lA Al town/country *yard
loaded, local owner,$4500
1984 FISHER Pro Challen mowing, landscaping, tree
753-8096 after 5 30pm
ger. 85hp motor, 16' bass trimming tree removal
boat, $4000 excellent can light hauling Free esti
1986 DODGE Omni,
dition Call alter 5pm mates
Tim Lamb
80,XXX miles. s/t. ac. pis
759 9455
436-2528
$2600 753-3120
6HP Mercury outboard BOBS Plumbing Repair
1988 IROC Z t tops
trolling motor $125 firm Service All work guaran
mechanically
loaded,
teed 753 1134
753 7866
sound 753-2616
1988 YUGO GVL am/fm
cassette, a/c, 4sp ne4V ex
haust 753-9501

1990 MERCURY Topaz,
air, stereo, pt, auto, excel
lent condition, $7500
753-04440 days, 436 5059
nights Ask for Randy
1990 SEDAN DeVille
loaded leather, red on red
excellent condition & looks
priced to sell by owner
$14,995 Call 759-4871
..4

1991 SEDAN DeVille Ca
dillac. extra nice 753 4509
1992 Dodge Daytona
loaded 11,000 Call
753-5350 after 5 pm
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boule
yard Music Murray's Al
pine Car Audio Specialist
Dixieland Center, 1 block
from MSU dorms
1985 CADILLAC 2dr Se
dan DeVille, tan excellent
condition 753-6705
495
Vans

1989/90 TOYOTA conver
sion van, raised roof, color
tv, dual air system, loaded
excellent condition, $9300
3BR, 3200sq ft Ranch, 753-8500 or 436-5371 after
overlooking the *10 green,
5Pm
tennis courts & pool at
Oak's Country Club. 2 mas- 1990-1991 DODGE mini
ter bedrooms, 22x28 recre- van, one low miles one
ation room, 2 large decks, high miles Call 753-0603
34 baths, new oak kitchen, 1991 FORD Aerostar. long
custom decorations & land- body, loaded, rear a/c,
scaping. $175,000.
$12,900 753-9487
753-4569.

Please give es a sell Sera rate quote.

McConnell
Insuranc. Agency
issokomb red.
%OW
el& at Naha.am?
.
71114/19

•

Left
Pat 90
2 WOODED l.Iar
mtrts 769.6.41s er
759 9703

_43

1979 YAMAHA $7110 abo
113.1110.

1975 HOLIDAY 30 revel
1917 YAMAHA Virago
Ineler. geed windllien Cad
38 WOODED acres cot- 5310C. excels/a eandi- able Os 47410011
nor lot nortoweal Capo- lea 799-1910. 4374314
1977 ROARK% maw
way 10 minutes horn town OH Om
hem Val MINI IOW
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mew waitertiste. Is•ear
trey well gleam pole CM!
emits easelliletl, 0911110
Coltman RE 753INS
eneelleat eiteedttien
P. ACRE near Mood lbw
MUM
Church New Concord 11194 CHEVROLET be
pit SET
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Al TREE Service Stun
removal and spraying Fri
estimates 753 0906 art
5pm 759 9816 753 049

ALL around lawn servic
CHIM Chim Chimney mowing trimming haulin
senor
has
10%
Sweeps
'odd lobs experienced C.
citizen discounts We sell 759 1041 or 437 4703
chimney caps and screens
435 4191

S.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOMVORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
-Kitchen & Bath Cabinets .
▪

-Drop by 8 see our showroom
409 SUNBURY HURRAY 48enind Buony 8..i753-5040

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions

Ads must be paid in advance. A *2.00 fee will be
required to make any changes to ad after deadline.

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
Monday Edition
Friday 3 p.m.
Tuesday Edition
Saturday.10 a.m.
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Used
Trucks

1965 DOOGE inolOrhorno,
ludy equipped, 52,X X X
Is. mondani contemn
WOO nes No trades
474-0116

CARPET and vinyl installa
lion and repairs Glen Bob
ber. 759-1247

7.50
12.50
15.00

500

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

BUSH hogging large or
small 753 7457

Al AL'S hauling ya
work tree removal mov
ing Free estimate.
759-1683

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale
3 Times and SAVE

1991 CAMARO RS, excel
lent condition 753-204-t
1991 RED Mazda Miata
air, p/w anti lock braking
system anti theft audio
system. !lead rest speak
ers driver's side air bag
low mileage $13400 obo
502 522 6769 after 5pm or
weekends

BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Professional lawn
care and maintance Free
estimates 753 4591

YARD
SALE SEASON

1990 CHRYSLER Fifth Av
enue New Yorker, one
owner,. 40,XXX ,miles.
leather interior. loaded.
$12,500, 753-1665

1978 FORD Ranger. 4
DELIGHTFUL home af- wheel drive truck, air, p/s,
fordable price. 3br, 2 bath, pt, excellent condition,
redecorated home on 1'4 $2200 753-8663
2BR,641 South, 1'/7 miles RE/MAX Properties Ltd acre lot, Located a few 1978 FORD F150, runs
from city limits $325/mo Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey, minutes west of Murray. good, some rust, wired for
753-6156_
Jean Bird. Bel-Air Center. New central gas heat & trailer, $1250 obo
2BR apt in Northwood,
502 - 753 -SOLD., central electric air plus ad- 753-9894 after 7pm
3BDRM_.convenient locadition to home added in
$270/mo. 759-4406.
1-800-369-5780
tion, $500/mo, lease re1989, offered in the mid 1979 JEEP pickup, `V-8,
2BR apt, large rooms, very quired, no pets. 753-3293, ROBERTS Realty: Callo- 40's. MLS14519. Contact auto, pis. p/b, air, 126,000
near MSU for up to 4 stuway County's oldest and Kopperud Realty
miles, $1750 753-0649
dents, washer, dryer, RENTAL PROPERTY IS most reliable real estate 753-1222.
OUR
BUSINESS
Call
BS
1986
MAZDA B2000 long
stove, refrigerator furnagency. For all your real
ished Coleman RE rentals at 753-8767 or estate needs call them to- HOUSE in Coldwater 3br, tied with shell, $1500 Ob0
753-2339 Houses apts &
753-9898
day at 753-1651 1 Syca- 27, bath, living room, di- 753-1990
duplexes
ning room, eat-in kitchen,
more and 12th St
upstairs with fireplace 1988 CHEVY pickup, black
Large den, utility downs- swb, sport side 753-5815
tars, new vinyl siding, 2 car 1990 CHEVY Sitverado dugarage, low $70's
ally Ext cab, 454, auto,
4892972,
loaded, excellent corn:Moon
759-9799
LAKEFRONT 2level home, PLEASINGLY rustic describes
level
home
roomy-2
1991 MAZDA B2200. one
150ft waterfront, Pine Bluff
Shores Screen porch w/ in tweaway Shores Few owner 753-2615
tures 41x. 2 full bath
Florida room upstairs
Ifyou are under age65 and qualify fir
comfortable lenity roam
75,T4320 before 5pm
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
Offered at $49,500
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
LAKE lot, 4 mile Morn lake. PALSO4775 Canted KopKenmna Shores $1596 monad Realv 753-1222
All Medicare Supplement Policies
Campo
753-8257

are now standardised into 10 plans
Offering different levek of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis(no health questions)
and ihe policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Beet A. or A.
rated sompanies to give you the beet
possible Mos and service.

Santos
ONersd

1981 CITATION 2dr,
67,000 miles, lots of extras,
real sharp 753-7523

3BR,2 full bath home, large
16x24 deck, storage building Built in 1979, excellent
condition Kirksey area Priced in the $40's 489-28b 1 .

3BR brick home, 3 miles
from Murray, built under
FMHA specs. .759-1584
leave message

51'1

Boats
II Motors

SOUND DESIGNS
AUDIO/VIDEO

fele
V. .X1111

Design and Installation of Residential
.
and Commercial Audie/Video Systeme
All Major Brands • Pre Logic Home Theater
Home Automation, SMART HOUSE Instellar
SOS Coldwater Ikea Murray, KY
ame C Gauen, Owner
ram 7110. MISS

Gentry Painting Co.
Residential Painting
Inferior - Exterior

Phone 435-4268
ni. 4 Das

Vala Oman
177A. lhavay. Ky. 42071

B & W Pressure Clean
RI 1, Box 127, Water Valley, KY 42085
AM Types Of Exterior Cleaning
Comm* • VIrgi • Care • Trucks • Trailers • Boca
FREE ESTIMATES * DEPENDABLE SERVICE
(502) 355-0804
.
OS)3181•4040

'M Types Of Pressure Washing I Steam Cleaning"
Free Emitters • At Work Guarantied
Insured

KLEEN TEC
COMERCIAL N000 I VENT CLEANING
(502) 753.2Me
Thwean-Oensr
12(d Kiennea klurvia, KY 4 71a

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
Chiropractor
Call for an appointment

753-2962

'
. ALPIA 1111111.1111:1111
Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
4
*
Septic Meek Sewers & Heading
tell to An)tiror

759-4685

Commercial Waste
111
Disposal
All Typos ef Rohe. Service"r

1800-6854033

Remodeling.garages. decks, porches.concrete
work, chain link fences. Home maintenance

411941303

•
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bribes
Cana

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry. remodeling, porches.
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303
APPLIANCE §ERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse.
Whirlpool 30. years exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER. 436-5848
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, dnveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515
BAILEY'S MOWING &
LAWN CARE mowing, fertilizer, aerating & leaf removal 99% customer retention rate Free estimates Call David Bailey
753-6986.
BILL Musser-yardwork
436-2043
• COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560.
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
- and Cooling Service. Complete installation and set'v ice Call Gary at
759-4754 -CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm.
CUSTOM T1LUNG flower
beds or gardens, etc
Phone 489-2995
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings. 753-4761
EXPERIENCED. drywall
finishing, new construction,
additions, blown oeilings.
435-4036
FORREST Construction.
Remodeling, additions, repair. countertops, and general carpentry. 753-9688.
-15 years .experience
GARDENS tilled, small
lawn spot up to 1 acre Call
753-1484 leave message.
GENERAL Repair: plumbing, roofing, tree work.
436-2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting Free estimates. 18
years experience Local re▪
ferences. 436-2701
HANDYMAN will do plumbing, electrical, carpentry
and general repair
753-0596.

balm
Wend

Sinless
Mond

GUTTERING By Sears S & L ROOFING All types
Sears residential and com- of roots & repairs, sloped or
mercial continuous gutters flat Free estimates 17 yrs
installed for your specifica- exp Larry Stater 753-9801
tions Call Sears 753-2310 SUREWAY Tree & Stump
for free estimate
Removal Insured with full
HOME Improvement Spe line of equipment Free escralist Vinyl siding, win- timates Day or night.
dows, carports, and patio 753-5484
enclosures 753-0280
KB ASSOCIATES Gen
eral construction, remodeling, garacs,flecks, patios
intonertral 753-0834
KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with svoodgrain for- Advertisers am *tasted
mica. all colors Free esti- in check the first insertion
mates Wulff's Recovery of ads for any error. The
Murray Ledger & Times will
Murray 436-5560
be responsible or only
LAWN Mowing Service
ONE INCORRECT INSERSmall or large, rasonable TION. Any error should be
rates, work guaranteed, reported immediately so
very dependable. Call John corrections can be made.
753-2128
CHECK YOUR AD carefully and notify The Clam-LEE'S CARPET CLEAN- fled Advertising DepartING Spring cleaning? Call ment immediately in case
us for a free estimate
.
of an error
753-5827
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
MOODY'S mower repair
Pick up and delivery THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
753-5668.
of colors. Licensed, inMOWER repair. Same day sured Estimate available
service, 7 days week Most 759:4690
repairs at your home Factory trained, 15 yrs experi- VCR-NINTENDO REPAIR
. Wood VCR Service Center,_
ence. 502-753-5299,
cleaning- servicing 315,
PAINTING, exterior, inter- most repairs $35 New. loior. Call Charlie Rains cation. Route 1, AIM°
753-5754
Open 9-12, 1-5, Mon.-Fri
PLUMBING repairman with- 753-0530.
same day service. Call WANTED large yards to
436-5255.
mow 753-8908 call early in
REFINISHING, stripping, morning Reasonable
custom woodworking WILL mow lawns, trim or
753-8056
remove trees & do light
RICK'S Roofing. All types hauling Reasonable rates
of roofs and repairs Tor- Call 753-2772 ask for
chon modified and rubber Donnie
for mobile homes 17 years WILL mow yards J & J Yard
experience, guaranteed Service Call 753-6728 or
work Free estimates 492-8843
phone 502-437-4559
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding.
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates Call 5 MONTH old female Lab
474-2307.
mix. 753-3032 leave
SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS, message.
installation, repair. replace- FREE short haired kittens,
ment. Backhoe service.'8 weeks old. 492-8769.
BRENT ALLEN 759-1515.
FREE to good home, cats &
SEWING machine repair. kittens 436-2441 after
Kenneth Barnhill.
5Pm
753-2674

CHECK
YOUR
AD

753-1916

Staff Excellence awards are presented
Eight employees of Murray State
University were presented Staff Excellence Awards for outstanding
service at a recognition ceremony
April 15.
Two awards were given in each
of four categories of employees
represented in the StaffCongresssecretarial/clerical; general; physical plant; and executive/managerial/professional.
Honored were:
Secretarial/clerical - Saundra
Edwards, administrative secretary
in the athletic department; and Gale
Vinson, bookkeeper and program
coordinator for CUrriS Center
operations.
General-Barbara Karnes,cook
for university Food Services; and
Paul E. Woods, transportation
foreman.
Physical Plant - Ron Davis,
electrician; and Bob Early, building
technician.
Executive/managerial/professional-Jim Baurer, Curris Center
director; and Margaret Sifnmons,
assistant athletic director and
academic advisee.
Each was presented a $500 cash
award through the program established by the board of regents in
1986.
Recognized also were 20 retiring
staff members and 140 for length of
service, as well as members of the
Staff Congress who are ending a
term of service at the end of June.
Making the presentations were
Dr. Ronald J. Kurth, president, Dr.
James L. Booth, provost and vice
president for academic and student
affairs, and Don Kassing, vice president for university relations and
administrative services.
Chairman James 0. Butts of
Fulton extended greetings on behalf
of the board of regents. Regents

Beverly Ford of Benton and Todd
Logsdon of Louisville were also
present for the ceremony.

Murray State University

STAFF EXCELLENCE

Relines and the number of years they
have served on the staff are: Juanita A.
Cohoca, 23; Tedda M. Farrell, IS; Wallah
W. Furgerson. 37; Charles K. Guthrie, 20;
Ichsnel N. Hopkins, 10; Joseph N. Jackson.
13; Shirley L. Joyce, 14; Fred T. Lee, 24;
.Melva J. Loveridge, 15; Anita R. Mansfield,

30; William J. Prim,22; Thomas H. Wilkins,
27; Cathem S. Wyatt, 11; Bonnie S. Bogart,
25; Margaret Cole, 12; Ruth Cunningham,
Shaw% R. Gardner, Greg L Garland,
24; Wanda L. Dick, 13; bier Louise Hill, 27;
Rebecca L Henderson, Gracie L Hopkins,
Betty J. Johnson, 12; and Enda Lang, 27. Vicki E. Hosford, Mickey C. Johnson, David B. Gibson, Sherri L. Gibson. Mary A.
Hargrove, Kenneth W. Herndon, Robert D.
Service pins and certificates were grim to
Tommy Kimbro, Dons D. Kozak. Samantha
Hill, Jesse B. Hodge,Georgia A. Keel. Betty
staff members who have completed 35, 30,
B. Lowery,
Kirks, Charles T. Lancaster, Fred A.
L.
25, 20 and 15 years of service, and certifiCynthia B. Maglmger, Sandra K.
Ruth H. Larock,Suzanne M. Neu,
Lancaster,
cates to those with service records of five and
McClure, Lon A. McGregor, Bruce G.
Peggy S. Noel.
10 years.
McLaughlin, Melanie S. Mc!vlanamy, Fugen
Sheri K. Outland, Mamie S. Padgett,
Johnny L Reagan was recognized for 35 Muscio,Jeffrey D. Pierce, Loretta L Powell.
Shirley D. Porter, Susan S. Powell, Terry L.
years of service. Staff members who have
John
Ramsey,
Eddie 0. Ramsey.'ages M.
Roberson, Mary A. Rogers, Catherine R.
completed 30 years of service include Anita „D. Roberts, Paul L Robertson, Cheryl J.
Starks, Jeff J. Stem, Michael D. Striddand,.
R. Mansfield. Bennie A. Purcell, Carolyn C.
Skinner, Banhohnew I. Toth, Alberta M. Jamie L Sumerville, Patsy J. Taylor,°deism
Reagan and Sandra M. Rogers.
Underhill, Jerry M. Vance, Kit W. Weiler,
Tonan, Charles W. Ward, Betty L. Warner,
Others who received length ofoservice
Edward E. West, Paul E. Woods and James
James M. Wells and Conda S. Wilson.
awards are:
E. Wyatt.
Staff Congress president Debbie Wagoner
Twenty-five years - Adrian B. Cloys,
Five years-Marilyn D. Bell, Witham J.
acknowledged and presented certificates of
R.
Cornell,
Sharon
William
D.
Sue Cochran,
Benriter, Tern M. Berner','Lida B. Black,
appreciation for service to Susan Alexander,
Graham, David L Howell, Wade L Kadel,
Billy D. Bonds, Mita M. Buness, Ronald J.
Gene Biby, Kelly &tamale, Daryl Bushrod,
Rosanna L Maddux, Lila A. McCuiston,
Beverly
L.
Dons
Clark,
Burton,Julia F.Cain,
Wayne Harper, Cindy Maglinger, Shirley
Mary E Outland.James 0. Overby and John
K. Coates, Terry L Colson, Teresa H.
Rickman Shupe, Keith Skinner, Ray
Reamer,
M. Yates.
Delancey. Lori A. Dial, Kelly J. Elliott, John
Smith, °deists Torten and Chuck Venable.
Twenty years - Gnselda W. Adams.
R. Htzgibbon.
Eugene Burch, John D. Cooper. Charles K.
Guthne, Johnny W. Herndon, Homer L
Lusk, Robert R. Nolin, James A. Oakley,
James II. Prescott, Ronald L Robinson.
Willa D. Rodgers.
Fifteen years- Bonnie F. Adams, Carolyn J. Alderson.Sally L Alexander. Dons B.
:'He, come down and I knew he
EL TORO MARINE CORPS'
Cella,Celia J. Coleman,Betty J. Collins, Rita
was not going to make it. He was
Calif.(A?),- A
STATION,
AIR
D. Culver;GiGi Dawson,Pamela S. Duncan,
said one of the spectapilot was killed when a Korean too
John M. Finley, Kathleen D. Fleming,
Murillo of Rowtors,
slammed
Sebastian
plane
fighter
War-era
Roberta M. Garfield.
Patricia M. Hosford,Carol A. Lane,Jean I. Into. a runway and exploded in land Heights.
Litchford, Brenda A. Mansfield, Sherry J.
flames before thousands of peoSome spectators cried as the
McClain, Constance J. McCabe, Donna C.
ple attending an air show.
plane burned. Others tried_to
Miller, Eva G. Orr. Martha J. Osborne, Helen
The --pilot, civilian James..
--cnrnfort siunncd childrch.
R. Paschall, Linda M. Pierce, Marion PosEy,
Gregory, 40, 'of Amelia Island,
Molly F. Ross, Frankie D. Sims. Elizabeth F.
The cause of the crash, the
Travis, Ave M. Watkins and Shirley M.
Fla., was making a low-altitude
Wilson.
loop when the -plane crashed Sun- third at an El Toro air show since
Ten years - Susan J. Adams, Linda H.
1985. was under investigation.
day. officials 'said.
Beane, Billy G. Buchanan. Shirley A. Bush way, Donna F. Cates, Alvin B. Choate,
Lithe A. Cole, -Jeffrey S. Culver, Jerry M.
Downey,Charles R. Duncan,Carol I. Doyle,

Pilot dies in crash

Contract Bridge

Famous Hand

three,returned the seven oftrumps,
West dealer.
and thus lost only one trump trick to
Neither side vulnerable.
bring in the contract.
NORTH
At the second table. the U.S.
+ A 10 7 4 3
South also got to four hearts,and the
✓ 1096 2
play to the first three tricks was
•6 5But here,after playing the
identical.
+KQ
.rice of hearts, declarer cashed the
. EAST
WEST
MEGA
king of clubs, overtook the queen- of
•Q 2
J 96
with the ace, ruffed a club in
clubs
FOOD BAR
Q J 54
•A Q8432 dummy, led the ten of trumps and
•J 97
• 4J 9864 followed low.
4 1075
SALADS = MEATS - VEGGIES - DESSERTS
West won with the jack and re••••••••
SOUTH
Served Monday thru Thursday at 5 p.m.
turned the nine of spades. Declarer
•K 85
covered with dummy's ten,won East's
V A K 873
SHEETROCK finishing,
queen with the king, led the eight of
•
K
10
textured ceilings. Larry
and finessed, thus also makspades
4 A 32
Chrisman. 492-8742.
contract. So the deal proved
ing
the
Open Mon. thru Sat. at 4 p.m. Closed Sundays
The bidding:
and also proved that
washout
a
be
to
North East South
West
Hwy. 641 North • 763-4141
there's more than one way to skin a
4V
4•
Pass
Pass
Opening-lead-seven of diamonds. cat.
1993
This deal occurred in a match
TUESDAY, MAY 4,
own
the United States and
your
on
between
based
horoscope.
Dixon
kane
daily
personalized
(For your
ItZr
;Tr
;TO
0
.1 t47
7
.;
417
a
tralia at the 1979 World ChamX71-1\
date of birth. call 1-900-98h-7788. Your phone company. will bill you 95
first
the
at
East
The
American
ship.
cents a minute.)
table opened four diamonds, over
IT DOES NOT MATTER WHO IS ELECTED SHERIFF IF
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE motion. By being candid with highwhich the Australian South(Andrew
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: A er-ups. you gain a sympathetic ear.
WE DO NOT HAVE A CAPABLE PROSECUTOR IN THE
Reiner) bid four hearts.
major financial change works to Keep spending and eating under
West led a diamond to the ace and
COURTROOM.
your advantage. Two incomes will Moderation.
South's
to
diamond
a
East
returned
171
You
22):
23-Sept.
(Aug.
VIRGO
make life much easier. Look for
I WILL BE A FIGHTER FOR VICTIM'S RIGHTS AND king. The contract appeared easy to
new outlets for your managerial tal- reap new rewards from past efforts.
the
played
make,but when declarer
WILL USE MY TRIAL EXPERIENCE AS OUR FIRST
ents in late summer.'Everyday stress Continued striving for better methace of trumps and East showed out,
can be reduced by moderating your ods and improved tactics will bring
LINE OF DEFENSE AGAINST CRIME.
Reiner realized he had a tough asaggressive approach. In late fall. additional gains. Give your wholesignment on his hands.
otheis need to know when they have hearted support to loved ones in
Undaunted,he cashed the K-0 of
need.
residence
your support. A change of
king ofspades,ace ofclubs and
clubs,
Your
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
could solve more than one problem.
of
spades, then exited with a
ace
nos.!
plus
big
a
is
attitude
go-getter
relaDo not despair if a romantic
to
West's jack, producing tali
spade
but..
tionship encounters turbulence early There is much you can achieve.
position:
put
and
hard
work
to.
have
will
you
right
things
rut'
in 1994. Time will set
North
*170
in longer hours. Family members
again.
•10
,
CELEBRITIES BORN ON are supportive.
✓ 1096
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): It
*IT;
THIS DATE: actress Audrey HepEast
West
and
think
you
that
imperative
is
Peters.
Rorierd
burn. opera singer
Immaterigt
(4.11 5
In order to better judge the candidates for county attorney, watch the County Forum on
columnist George F. Will, actor function competently' right from the
J
•
could
you
Otherwise,
today.
start
Monday at 7:00 p.m. on county cable channels 7 and 10 and city cable channel 28.
*717:P
Howard Da Silva.
South
Pad for by Committee to Elect Randy Hutchens, Laity England. Treasurer
ARIES (March 21-April 19): wind up in the red on your balance
K 87 3
Meditation will help you become a sheet. Find more time for exercise.
West did as well as he could by
g (Nov. 22-Dec.
.17r,
SAGITTA
1,17.
dynalhiC and positive thinker. Polish
4170
.171
the jack of diamonds. But
returning
shake
to
time
excellent
An
the
21):
Aiding
skills.
your leadership
Reiner ruffed in his hand with the
disadvantaged will pave the way ,to hands and sign on the dotted line.
right:
eat
high.
energy
your
keep
To
new fulfillment.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): do not t ry to run hatd all dal. on
Pay more attention to insurance mat- "empty.- Enjoy an es ening at home.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
ters and tax payments. A business
Get back into shape on a physi.19):
until
travel
Postpone
prospers.
deal
you can see more people Romance cal and mental les el Croup sports
and vigorous. exia‘a..e yaa be theta,
-goes on the back burner.
_ GEMINI tMay 2 I -June 201: peutic. Be more outspoken w hen
0T- prificipk%:Returning favors will win you defending yi3AQUARIUS iJan. 20-Feb. lai:
respect. Enticing career and business
opportunities attract your attention. Wonderful oppOrtunirieS cap you
Working di a deliberate pace -helps totla Use the phone and a partnership will blossom. Al both hinnies%
titi At Oki costly mistakes.
CANCER (June 21-July 221: A meetings and social gatherings. you
.urprising move h) another person will shine.
Nlart- h 201:
PIS(•IES lFeh.
puts you in a unique position In
front.
home
the
On
IvrgJni?thi
ict
(
solution
right
the
find
time. you will
ised rate home ksans are still available from tin tied Cornmonv.ealth Bank
Budget )(Air energies and mones Sus.k op tin groceries Jfki k ilfl*Itier
don t delas' Set. one of these knoyitedgeable loan offs ers RAI% about
`so
.111t. \Limiting
91.**A irt. I 4•111111: '4.1111
more carefully
a toed rate mortgage for VOW nest home pun haw 0,(ofve in and
arranging
reIrtion.hip
parent-chikl
Invert% es r
LEO (July 23-Aug 221 ()rip
chip
des
latest
the
of
rhrerst
sou
net
ii..
keep
to
talk
about refinancing )0Uf costing propect% See *ha( a drtterente the
independence
nalst) and
mrnt• in sibs,' priitir••ion
new hu•sne.. - perItap• esen .1 pro
MINI hat
nitht hank can make in your future Together it % possible'
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Today in History
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Looking Back

Today is Monday, May 3, the 123rd day of 1993. There are 242
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 3, 1802, Washington. D.C., was incorporated as a city,
with the mayor appointed by the president, and the council elected by
property Owners.
On this date:
In 1654, abridge in Rowley. Mass., was permitted to chiirge atoll
for animals, while people crossed for free.
In 1916, Irish nationalist Padraic Pearse and two others were executed by the British for their roles in the Easter Rising.
In 1921, West Virginia *posed the first state sales tax.
In 1971. anti-war protesters, calling themselves the "Mayday
Tribe," began four days of demonstrations in Washington, D.C.,
aimed at shutting down the nation's capial.
In 1978, "Sun Day" fell on a Wednesday as thous
- ands of people
extolling the virtues of solar energy held events across the country.
In 1979, Ccinservative Party leader Margaret Thatcher was chosen
to become Britain's first. female prime minister as the Tories ousted
the incumbent Labor Party government in parliamentary elections.
Inv 1986-, in "NASA's" first post-"Challenger" launch, an
unmanned "Delta" rocket lost power in its main engine shortly after
liftoff, forcing safety officers to destroy it by remote control.
Ten years ago: After two years of debate, U.S. Roman Catholic
bishops overwhelmingly approved a pastoral letter that condemned the
first use of nuclear' weapons and- virtually ruled out their use for
retaliation.
Five years ago: The White House acknowledged that first lady Nancy Reagan had used astrological advice to help schedule her husband's
activities, after a report about .unflattering restelations in an about-tobe published memoir by former chief of staff Donald -Regan.
One year ago: In Los Angeles, soldiers continued to patrol streets
and guard firc-gutted• and ransacked stores in the wake of ,rioting that
erupted following the taped beating acquittals. Hollywood song-anddance man-turned-politician George Murphy died at age 89.
, Today's Birth-days: Broadway librettist Betty Comdcn is 74. Folk
singer Pete 5eeger is '74. Singer James Brown is 60. Singer Engelbert
Humperdinck is 57. Singer Frankic Valli is 56. Magician Doug Henning is 46.
Thought for Today: "When your works speaks for itself, don't
,interrupt." — Henry J. Kaiser, American industrialist (1882-1967).

The Murray Housing AuthoriTen years ago
Chapter, at the state meeting
r' June
ray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
12 to 15 at Eastern University,
Susan Imes, daughter of Mr. ty, which celebrated its 10th
and Mrs. Charles Salcomb, a boy
and Mrs. John R. Imes of Rt. 1, anniversary in April, is one of the
Richmond. _
to Mr. and Mrs. Billy R. Jones
Almo, and Greg Duncan, son of few such projects in the state
Thirty years ago
.and a .boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Duncan of which is solvent and not receivMurray High. School Seniors Conner.
Poplar Bluff, Mo., have been ing a -subsidy from the govern- named to the National Honor
Forty years ago
named Outstanding Senior ment, according to L.D. Miller, Society were Judy Adams, Sheryl
James Ruben Carroll, 16,
Woman and Man of Murray State executive director of the project. Carman, Eddie Grogan, John PasPatricia Melvin, daughter of co Jr., Donna Seaford, Steve Tits- drowned May 1 while swimming
University Graduating Class of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Melvin, worth, Cecelia Wallace and Tom- with a companion in a creek
1983.
about (2
1 mile east Of Batton. He
Kirksey School, scored highest in
Murray High School Math
my Wells.
.
is
the
son
of Mrs. Era Spraggs 'of
American History Test given to
Team won first place trophy in
Shcrian Melvin, Kinsey
Math Contest conducted at Mur- eighth graders by Captain Wen- School, whose parents are Mr. Almo.
The Southern Team for the
dell Oury Chapter of Daughters and Mrs. Kenneth Melvin, scored
ray State University.
fifth annual North-South High
Don Curd, Mike Baker, Hugh • of American Revolution. Second highest on. the
Massey and Jerry McConnell place went to Laura McCuiston, tory Test given by Captain Wen- School Baskeball Game on June
were winners of Murray Bass dflughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- dell Oury Chapter of the Daught: 13 at Murray State College has
Club Tournament played out of liam McCuiston, New Concord ers *the American Revolution. been selected, according to M.O.
wail 1,1 OR --StierSchool.
Kenlakc Marina.
Mit Miller, son Of W. and Mrs. .Wrathet;-t
Jeff -and Regina Palmer :of
State Future Hom-emakers of -Robert Miller, Murray High, and lions Committee.
Murray have-been appointed as America degrees will be received James Gantt, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Births reported include a girl to
Baptist Missionary Journeymen by Joyce Wooden, Anne Erwin, Wilson Gantt, Murray College Mr. and Mrs. James
Hughes, a
to the Philippines by Southern
Amanda Buice, Krista Kennedy High, tied for second highest boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Holland
Baptist Foreign Mission Board.
and Selwyn Schultz, all members SCUM.
. , Shelton and a boy to Mr.. and
Twenty years ago
of Murray High School FHA
Recent births reported at Mur- Mrs. Elmo Boyd, April 28

DEAR ABBY: I can't get your
column about "proud smokers" off
my mind. My father-in-law also
Used to say, "I know that smoking
isn't good for me. but I'd rather
enjoy mrtime on earth and die a
little earlier than deprive myself of
the things I enjoy."
medieaI- school -at the-I *itstime.l'nfOrtunately. Dad didn't get
very much more enjoyment because
he had to have bypass surgery.
Th6n he needed his Arteries
stripped so his brain could get properjalood-Supply.Then they_ stripped>
.his femoral arteries, not once, but

twice — all the while he continued
to "enjoy himselr as he smoked one
cigarette after another.
Soon his leg became_ gangrenous__
because there wasn't enough artery
to save, so they amputated his leg
almost to his hip. By that time. I
was a resident in pathology, and
- thirVs other -leg began to lose circulation, and his coronary bypasses
were clogging.
Had enough? Well, so did he.
Fortunately. he died before they did
any further amputations.
Throogh nil of this_ nod neYer.
deprived himself of the pleasure of

THE FAR SIDE

BLONDIE
..L. MAKE A FORTUNE
• Z CAN JUST STAN/ ,)
AWAKE -ONG ENOUGN
TEACk

smoking; but he deprived his family
of having him around to celebrate
his 60th birthday. You may .use My
name.
LISA K. HELFEND,
SAN RAFAEI.,('ALIF.

DEAR LISA: Thank you for a
powerful letter and givingme
permission to use your name.
Perhaps this will send a message to those who need it.
DEARABBY: Ljust_read the letter -from '.AV.. —4-hesmoker who
says,"Everybody has to die of some-

By GARY LARSON

C .113.anVons sT•sr.t..fte no•na - Srulgss•
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and HOBBES
I SEE sl0,.1
WAS1V) s(OUR
TIME DiZAVING
A SAFETY
POSTV.R FOR TUE
5CI4O31. CONTEST

-V

I DINT
fi5q.
,TIME

SURE 404J DID.
NE '8Itsiti4KG_
ENTIM Ics RIGHT
IAERE TVIE
PRI-LE VS
GOOD AS MItAE

"BE CARER.K.
OR V. ROPOKILL''
TliAT S RE.A1_1_1
DISGUSTING
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Dear Abb

Daily Comics

CALVIN
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WI-tAI IS 1-14AT
• 04ER THE

thing:so he's going to keep right on
sinoking. Al sounds just like my
husband, Joe — with one big difference -7_Al is alive. and Joe is_dead.
Lung cancer killed Joe three weeks
ago. I l'iwenclosing ir copy of Joe's
death certificate to confirm that 1
am for real — and not some kind iii
nuLi"
Al. if you are like my Joe.- you
probably believe that if you do get
lung cancer, modern science will
corne to your rescue and save you.
Wrong! Only 8 percept of-people
diagnosed with lung cancer live for
a year afterward.
1Vhy? ftt•ciiuse hy the time yoni
can see it on your chest X-ray, it's
already trio late. My Joe was 56-- four years younger than Al. He had
no unusual symptoms. We thought
he had a cold, maybe pneumonia.
.loe's parents both lived to their late
-;11s. so rule out heredity.
.am not one of the "neversmoked- crowd who doesn't understand how difficult it is to quit.
smoked for 20 yearS - before I quit.
and now fiii scared spitless that I
didn't quit soon enough.
One more time. Al. Smoking kills
... and it will make you wish you
were dead long hefiwe it finishes the
job. II know: my Joe did_ i Sign me ...
LINDA,JOE'S
)W
IN I /ALIAS
P.S. I will probably be known as
"that widow down the street who's
planning-to buy a red Ferrari with
the money the fa-m-ity is no longer
g'Pending on cigarettes,

CuUNK1
SPP61.1ETTI

10k.l

DEAR LINDA: Just remember to drive it carefully. Speed
also,kills.

iA

Dr. Gott
Its

•••

CATHY
IT'S FREEZING OUT. THIS DRESS1-. rTHIS JACKET WAS A PERFr
IS COMPLETELY WRONG. ILL
MATCH FOR THESE PANTS
tlAtE TO GO IN AND CHANGE.
INSIDE, BUT THEY CLASH
HORRIBLY IN NATURAL LIGHT.
0

'THE PANINHOSE ME THE
WRONG SHADE THE SHOES
DONT WORK.. THE SKIRT HAS
A SPOT... AND FROM THE WAY
THE BREEZE HITS reei FAcE I
CAN TELL ALL AN foLAREuP HAS
ALREADY FALLEN OFF.

SOME PEOPLE COMMUTE
AN HOUR ON THE FREEWAY.
I JUST GO IN AND OUT rAki
FRONT DOOR.

"OK,time for lunch.... And Dwayne here will
be dismissing you by row number,
since he's alpha wolf today."

Crosswords
FOR

1 ACROSS

BETTER or FOR WORSE

GAREIEL[
MEOW )
MEOW

PUN
P
r
a
t 001,40 THAT
WITH
CCrj
I

OKAY,

I'LL. BITE
MEOW

o
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JIM GtVIS

PEANUTS
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EYE( DitAwS
19 MICKE.,
MOUSE

I unrefined
6 Bishop's
headdress
11 Fanatical
partisan
12 Figures of
Speech
14 Hesitation
sound
15 Blemish
17 Cupola
18 supplicate
20 Faucet
casualties
23 Turf
24 Steak order
26 For (permanently)
28 Soprano
Kanawa
clock
29
31 Move like a
snake
33 Hard of
hearing
35 Woody plant
36 Cho**

39 Expunge
42 Neon symbol
43 Companion
of blood
and sweat
45 Ardor
46 Mohammedan
title
48 Mine
excavation
50 Perch
51 Care for
53 Boone and
Paulsen
55 - Mans
56 All
59 Boarder
61 Jeans
material
62 Finished

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR.(d)TT Please discuss
Sjogren's syndrome_
DEAR READER. Marked by dry
ness of the mouth and eyes. arthritis
enlarged salivary glands and inflam [nation of other body organs isuch as •-•
the sac around the hearti. Sjogren's
syndrome is considered to be an auto
immune disease in which the body. for
--no known reason. attacks its own
healthy tissue. The syndromeshares
many characteristics with rheumatoid'
arthritis, lupus and scleroderma
The condition is diagnosed with
blood tests and special eye examina
lions. Sjogren's syndrome Ls treated
with' artificiAl tearts and frequent
moistening of the mouth. Cortisone is
not particularly effective. except when
severe inflammation is- present in
internal organs..
Patients with the syndrome should.
in my opiniop. be under the care of
rhrumatologists. Death may result
from pulmonary infection, to which
Sjogren -s patients are particularly
susceptibly By and large. however.
the prognogis is favorable
0
DEAR DR. GOTT I had my blad
der removed three years ago because
of cancer. My regular doctor wants
me to have an I'I' every six months.
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MO 0000 00
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00 0E10 0000
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120 0000 M0000
UkILI 12000 UUE10
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000 00OG 00
0001 MODO 0300
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yet a- nother physician indicates every
18 months is adequate I'm frightened
by the long time Span and would like
your thoughts
DEAR READER This is a difficult
5-3 C 1993 United Feature Syndicate
question that I cannot answer
because I don't have enough mforma
4 Auction word
8 Bushy clump
DOWN
9 Epic poetry
5 Long-legged
lion What kind of cancer' Had it
10 control
bird
spread; Has there been any sign of
1 Breakfast
11 Zoo animal
6 TV's Stuart
recurrence" The answers to these
food
13 Hobrew
Mark ovotz
--- tions can IesTrie
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2 Sun god
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mutated In doctors familiar with your
16 Father s Day
7 Negative
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MURRAY
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
HOSPIIAL

Health Matters

Working together to bring you good health.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is celebrating National
Hospital Week, May 9-15, by hosting
a number of activities in conjunction
with activities taking place across the
country.
Sponsored by the American
Hospital Association, National
Hospital Week is celebrated in over
6,000 member hospitals. This year's
theme; Caring People, People
Caring; is one which highlights the
importance of the people who make
up hospitals.
"Our physicians, employees
and volunteers work together with
skill and determination to assure the
patients continuing good health."
said Stuart Poston, hospital
administrator. "They are the reason
we celebrate National Hospital
Week."
Murray-Calloway is proud to
_say that 38 employees have been
employed for over 20 years and a
larde percentage of the physicians
on the medical staff are board
certified.
National Hospital Week
surrounds the birthdate of nursing

In KY dial: 1-800-342-MCCH
In TN dial: 1-800-544-MCCH
For Your FREE Physician Directory

We Lend Support
Alzheimer's Disease Information
EclOcation Meeting
Tuesday, May 11
"Activities for the Alzheimer Patient"
By Valerie Morris, LSW,MCCH LTC Activities
Director and Cindy Ragsdale,LSW
Support Group Meeting
Tuesday, May 25
4:30 p.m.
ava
Hospital Board Room
For information about Alzheimer's Disease •
meetings, contact Cindy Ragsdale,(502)
762-1100 or Joretta Ftandolph,(502)753-5561.

Carrisac &wort Group
Tuesday, May 11
'Walking To Fitness"
Shirley Lamb,RN.,Cardiac Refilibboordinator
Hospital Board Room ,
10 am.
Contact Shirley Lamb,(502)762-1170.

Stroke Support(iinaup
Friday,May 21
210 p.m.
Hospital Private Dkiing Room
Contact Mn Ingle, AN.or Dad Hopkins, .
speech pathologist,(502)762-1100.

Laryngectoonso Suppost Grow
Friday. May 14
2:IXI
Hospital PrNale DInepg Room
Cont.ad Mr live 'RN. or Dr* Fiopkins
speech pathologist,(502) ', 62 1 '00

Parkinson's Support Group
Friday, May 28
2-00 p.m.
Hospital Prnrala Dining Room
n, tip ookiris SPOSCr pattioidgist
A • le• RN
, 5021 762 11 00

Convpassionsto &tends
Thursday, May 77
7 10 pm.
Hospital Booed Room
,1)02. 76,2 '24
Horne" C. 498 8.124
tvr

lionsaveonent Support Group
Educetaan Mmi
Tuesday. nay 4
'upped Group Stioling
Tusedwit,II* IS
4 11).3-10 RJR
Idueolion UM.Camasmaya 2.bd Raw
t ltervl How i.apitap 0111‘11,
'le.% IL' ION

The activities planned for
National Hospital Week include:

pioneer Florence Nightingale, May
12. Since 1921,the week surrounding
that date has been set aside to
honor the contributions made by all
hospitals across the nation.

Blood Pressure Screenings
Monday, May 10 and Wednesday,
May 12
10 a.m. to 12 noon both days
The Licensed Practical Nursing
students from the Murray Vocational
School will be conducting free blood
pressure screenings for the public in
the Medical Arts Building on the first
floor, outside the Medical Arts
Pharmacy.

Caring People
NATIONAL HOSPITAL WEEK
MAY 9- 15, 1993

Administrator Guest on Radio
Tuesday, May 11
MCCH Administrator Stuart Poston,
special guest on WSJP(AM 1130)
The Breakfast Club Program at 8:05
a.m. Poston will discuss new
physicians, recruitment efforts and
current construction projects.

People Caring

Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Health Express will be
offering blood pressure checks, pulse,
cholesterol and triglyceride screenings
at all of its stops during the month of
May.
Under most circumstances,
cholesterol and triglyceride levels
should be checked every five years.
Only patrons who present a written
prescription from their physician will be
screened more often.
The cholesterol screening requires a
food fast(water only) for 8 hours. The
charge is $10.
The triglyceride screening requires
a fast(water only) for 14 hours and the
charge is $10.
To have both screenings, the
charge is only $15.
- A Stool For Occult Blood Screening.
Kit is also available for $4. This
screening detects blood in the stool.
These screenings are offered to
detect disease in its earliest stages
when there are no symptoms of
disease. If you are experiencing
symptoms, you should see your
physician.

Hospital Employee Appreciation
Breakfast
Thursday, May 13
The employees, volunteers and
physicians are served a special
pancake breakfast in appreciation
for their dedicated service.

Monday, May 3
Symsonia
Liberty Savings Bank
9-11:30 a.m.
Hardin
Public Library
1-3 p.m.
Tuesday, May 4
Water Valley
M & W Ceramics
9-11 a.m.
Pilot Oak
Pilot Oak Grocery
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Wednesday, May 5
Murray
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
8:30-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-3 p.m
Thurs8ay, May 6
Hazel
Dees Bank
9-11:30 a.m.
Midway
Wisehart s Grocery
12:30-3 p.m.

C

ommunity events

Sports Medicine Symposium
For professional and volunteer coaches
Friday, June 11
8 a.m. to 4.30 p.m.
MSU Gums Center
Registration $30
Pre-register before June 8 by calling the hospital s
Health Promotions Office (502) 762-1384.

. Teenage Volunteer Program
—
Orgimizatiseal Meeting
Friday. May28
ISM
Oriestatias(Maadalety)
Jew 1 and 3kw I a.m. te ease
Awe 4 tram a.m. M 11:3S p.m.
Participants must be between 14 and 18
years old and commit to work four hours
per week for the nine-week Ingram.
All meetings held in the Hospital Education Unit
his WNW brewing CftsIe
Moat Jess
lent tot 30pm
Appointiwt
CO Me MASI toaskehis e'er 15 nue&
810•110asst. lispoirshim miNted ft
sieseligs.

Monday, May 10.
Camden
-

Throughout the year, the
hospital offers many outpatient
services including: sophisticated
diagnostic equipment, home health
care, health information seminars,
Miracle Moments Maternity Core
program,support groups and free
health screenings.
"We are honored that the
people of this region support and
trust the physicians, employees and
volunteers at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital." Mr. Poston said.

RECOGNITIONS FOR THE MONTH

1-31
1-11
1-31
1-31

National Arthritis Month
Better Hearing & Speech Month
National High Blood Pressure Month
National Melanoma/Skin Cancer
Detection/Prevention Month
1-31 National Mental Health Month
1-31 National Sight-Saving Month
2-8
Medic Alert Week
6-12 National Nurses Week
9-15 National Hospital Week
9-15 National Nursing Home Week
9-15 National Osteoporosis Prevention Week
12
Florence Nightingale's Birthday
15-21 National Medical Transcriptionist Week
16-22 National Surgical Technologist Week
19
National Employee Health & Fitness Day

Wal- Mart

9-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-2:30 p.m.
Tuesday, May 11
Bumpus Mills
Farmer & Merchants Bank
9-11 a.m.
Dover
Uncle Joe's Discount Store
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Wednesday, May 12
Murray
Piggly Wiggly

8:30-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-3 p.m.
Thursday, May 13
Mayfield
Senior Citizen Center
10 a.m.-1 p.m.
Monday, May 17
Wingo
Town Square
9-11 a.m.
Sedalia
Sedalia Baptist Church
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Tuesday, May 18
Dexter
Senior Citizen Center
9-11:30 a:m.
_ Aurora
Harrington's One Stop
1-2:30 p.m.
Wednesday, May 19
Murray
Olympic Plaza
810-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-3 p.m.
Thursday, May 20
Murray
Weak's Community Center
9-11:30 am. Inside
12:30-3 p.m:. Outside
Monday, May 24
Puryear
Community Center
10:30 a.m.-12 noon
Ames Mills
Rainey's Grocery
1:30-3 p.m.
Tuesday, May 25

'Pone
Wal-Mart
8:30-11.30 a m & 12:30-2:30 p.m
111Ydesseay. May re
Nets.
Lakeland Wesley Village
9-11:30 a.m.

awake.
am,
Court Sewn
111 30 tio 12.31r3o m

•

Miracle Moments
Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the pennatal
classes listed below. Pre-registration is required for all
classesand fees may be paid at the first class.
These classesare part ofa gift packagevalued at ouer
$200 which is given to Miracle Moments Prepayment
Plan participants.
If you would like to receive this valuable gift package
and become a prepayment participant. stop by the
hospital admitting office for complete details about the
program.
If you are not a Miracle Moments Prepayment
participant: you are still welcome to attend the classes at
the fees listed.
For class information and pre-registration. call the
Perinatal Education Coordinator at
(502) 762-1385.
Pre-register for:
*Prepared Childbirth Class($35)
Option '1: Mon.. May 3. 10. 17624
Option 2: Thurs., May 6. 13,20627
79p.m.
Hospital Education Unit
*Cesarean Birth Class: Wed., May 19, 79pm ($15)
*Sibling Class: Sat., May 22, 1.0-11 a.m. (Free)
•Parenting Class:'Wed.,June16623. 7 9p.m.($10')
*Refresher 1: Mon., May 706 17,7-9 pm ($10)
*Refresher It Thurs., May 13620. 79pm ($10)
•Post-Partum Exercise Class ($17)
(Call(502) 762 113)10 schedule)
*Prenatal Ndirition ($10)
•Post-Partum Weight Loss Class (S151
Six weeks after you.'ve had your baby or
after you've stopped breast feeding, you
can safely begin the three week post
part urn weight Iciss class. Theclass is
taught by registered dietitianS at the.
hospital. Call(502) 762 /533 to schedule.
*Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour(Free)
*Miracle Moments Newsletter(Free)
*Miracle Moments Booklet (Free)

MURRAY
CALLMAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL
903 Factor Soot
Money. Kentucky 42071-2432
1502)742-1100

